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Actions were
more than just a
protest

Greek pledging
has begun again
atWPC
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Fraternity and sorority rush
continues tradition at WPC
cations major from Rockaway
and president of Beta Zeta Phi, a
It's been around since the 18th week long formal rush is held in
century, and it remains active in the spring. After attending six
colleges all over the United different sorority parties on the
States. Greek life attracts thou- first night, girls rushing elimisands of students every year into nate two sororities. On the seca system that generally serves as ond night and the third night, one
more sorority is eliminated each
social or service clubs.
We see it at William Paterson night, leaving the last night,
College every year, the rushing known as preference night, with
and the pledging for the recruit- two sororities to choose from,
ment of new members into dif- Lanfrank explained.
"There is no alcohol at the parferent sororities and fraternities.
Most students, though, do not ties; it's more or less girls getting
understand the rush process and together and having fun by lookwhat is involved when pledging ing at pictures and talking about
the sorority," Lanfrank said.
a fraternity or sorority.
Sororities such as Alpha
With 26 Greek chapters at
WPC, students have the chance Kappa Alpha, run by theto choose which organization National Pan-Hellenic Council
best suits them during rush, for Black fraternities and sororiwhich provides students with an ties, rush at a different time, but
opportunity to familiarize them- their goals are basically the
same, according to Twyla Hardy,
selves with each organization.
Robert Attiamese, assistant president of Alpha Kappa Alpha,
pledge educator for Tau Kappa from East Orange.
"We hold informative sessions
Epsilon, a senior from Long
Beach Island, explained that dur- for those interested in the type of
ing the pledge process, those service we sponsor," said Hardy,
interested in pledging a fraterni- nursing major.
ty or sorority are encouraged to
The pledging process differs
. see which group ly&st suits tkeir withia each, organization. Senior
needs and interests.'
atons major Kelle
"We go out and talk to people, Seeger, president of the co-ed
telling them what our fraternity fraternity Alpha Phi Omega,
is about," said Attiamese. "We explained that in a seven week
also encourage them to go out process, each pledge must perand talk to other fraternities to form twenty hours of service
see which best fits them."
such as Adopt-a-Spot and blood
Other organizations use differ- drives. Brothers, also interview
ent methods in order to recruit each pledge and they take
members.
According to quizzes on the chapter's history.
"Brothers do twenty service
Michelle Lanfrank, a communiBy Christine Damasceno
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Sisters and mshees of Alpha Sigma Tau (AST) during rush
week at WPC. Rushees attend meetings for all six organizations of the sorority committee at WPC, deciding on a sorority
from which they hope to get a pledge bid.
hours, so we ask the same of the added.
There are those who believe
pledges," said Seeger. "We don't
make them do anything we don't the Greek life is just a way to
buy friends.
According to
do."
Hardy,
Greek
life
offers so much
For Tau Kappa Epsilon, the
pledging process consists of more than a friend.
"It's a sisterhood; it's an addireceiving a certain amount of
knowledge about the fraternity tional family member," she said.
Rush is a way to inform stuevery week, and being tested on
dents of the different sororities
it, Attiamese explained.
"We pair up people who have and fraternities that exist on the
done a lot for the fraternity and WPC campus. With
ean handle tW responsibility of
being a big brother to help the WPC, some students may feel
pledges learn their knowledge." pressured into joining a fraterniIn a process that lasts approxi- ty or sorority.
According to Attiamese,
mately five to eight weeks,
sorority pledging also involves Greek life is best for those who
learning about the history of the want to get something out of the
sorority and the sisters, Lanfrank experience. "We want people
said.
who want to be a part of the
"It's a time to get th know Greek system; we don't pressure
everybody, so once they get in, anyone."
they feel comfortable," she
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ON THE COVER -April 15 will be here faster than anyone wishes, so students need to start preparing those tax
returns now. The IRS has many new ways for people to file their taxes quickly, easily, and nearly hassle-free.
•
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Tax returns can be
made easier with a
little help from...
Tax season slowly approaches, and for
people who want professionally prepared tax returns at a fraction of the
cost, many alternatives areavailable.
By Matthew Halpern
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Numerous tax forms may used when preparing a tax return. Colleudents
typically use a 1040EZ or a 1040A form. Most tax forms can be filcher over
the telephone, using the IBS TeleFile system, or using computer s«re and
on-line services. Check with the IRS to see if you qualify to use arthese tax
return filing systems.

forms.
useful because most of them prompt the
In preparing a paper return, the IRS tax payer, asking questions an accountant
The day that accountants long for and gives the following suggestions:
may ask," said Regan. "These programs
middle-class America loathes approaches —get all of your records together for should be used in conjunction with
faster than anybody would like to think. income and expenses;
instructions provided, as well as any useAffectionately referred to as "Tax Day," -get all forms, schedules, and publica- ful publication."
Apr. 15 rapidly nears and most tions that you need;
The newest way to file taxes is over the
Americans, including college students, -fill in your return;
telephone. Last year, the IRS introduced
are unaware of the intricacies that are —check your return to make sure it is cor- "TeleFile," which gives taxpayers the
involved in preparing a tax return.
rect.
ability to file their taxes over'the telephone is ten minutes or less. TeleFile can
Linda Regan, William Paterson College —sign and date your return;
Department of Accounting and Law, says —attach all required forms and schedules. only be used by taxpayers who file as a
Any questions that arise during the single or married jointly, have no depenthat with the published information provided by the Internal Revenue Service preparation of a tax return can be dents and have lived at the same address
(IRS), preparing a tax return can be a lot answered by making a toll-free phone for the past year.
more simplified. The information provid- call, 1 (800) 829-1040. The IRS also has
According to Colleen Hancock, IRS
ed by the IRS gives information about all available tax help on videotape, that may spokesperson, there are many benefits to
be available at the local library. At WPC, file taxes using TeleFile, though the
aspects of filing a tax return.
"Tax manuals provide guidance on a the department of Accounting and Law amount of people doing just that is lower
variety of tax issues that would be helpful offers VITA, Volunteer Income Tax than last year.
when preparing a tax return," said Regan.
"There are many different publications,
on particular issues giving information on
a specific topic."
Every year, the IRS publishes manuals
that contain information to try and help
make filing a return a little easier.
Questions from "Do I have to file?" to
defining who is a dependent can all be
answered from these manuals. This information can be quite helpful in speeding
the filing process, especially for college
students.
"These guides and booklets are very
informative to college students," Regan
said. "The guides are helpful because
they give college students the chance to
make determinations about issues they
Sylvana Meneses/The Beacon
can read the rules about filing."
According to the 1996 Tax Guide for Soon, people will be filing their tax returns with the IRS. A spokesperson from
Individuals, published by the IRS, all the IRS warns that with the introduction of alternative ways to file taxes, sendindividuals who meet any of the following ing a tax return through the mail should be a last resort. The TeleFile system
requirements must file a federal income can compute your tax return in ten minutes or less and there is no paperwork
tax return: individuals, in general; depen- that can get lost in the mail. Electronic services reduce the chance of a lost tax
return in the mail, and confirmation numbers ensure that proof of filing is on
dents; children under age 14; self- record.
employed persons; and aliens. The IRS
"A lot of people are not using the
suggests that even if a person does not fit Assistance, free of charge to students who
into one of the aforementioned categories, want assistance with the preparation of TeleFile system and we don't know why,"
said Hancock. "The good thing about this
it may be to their benefit to file a tax their tax return.
With the breakthroughs in technology, is that you can put in your return in ten
return anyway. Those who do not owe tax
tax returns no longer need to be prepared minutes, get immediate confirmation,
must file a return anyway.
For federal taxes, three forms are used - on paper. Electronic filing, on-line filing, make changes very easily and have a pos- 1040EZ, 1040A, and 1040 - and many and computerized returns make the sible refund in three weeks."
By using TeleFile, Hancock said, a
students will use the form 1040EZ, said amount of time spent of figuring out
amounts
for
a
tax
return
significantly
less.
refund
can be directly deposited into a
Regan. Each form has specific requireInformation
about
computerized
returns
checking
or savings account. This system
ments for use. The form 1040EZ and
and
on-line
filing
are
easily
accessible
also
cuts
down on the possibility of a tax
form 1040A are used by persons who earn
from
the
internet.
return
getting
lost in the mail, which can
less than $50,000 in taxable income, as
make
it
difficult
to prove that it was sent
"Computer
software
programs
are
very
well as other specifications for each of the

out before the filing dea. Lastly,
TeleFile does all the matkical computation, so your deduction easily be
figured out, she added.
"Since TeleFile is avail24 hours a
day, seven days a week, itbe done at
any time," said Hancock, s also cuts
the costly and timely pr. of filing
taxes through the mail."
Only in its second yealeFile was
opened to married couplemg jointly,
as well as single indals, said
Hancock. For those who ot going to
use the TeleFile package/ must get
the appropriate forms onr own, she
added.
After filing a tax reture IRS suggests holding onto all ds until a
refund has been cleared, sending on
any omissions from a tax-n, the IRS
may be able to check thiles at any
time. If there is an error ax return, it
can delay a refund freeing sent.
Amended returns can be to the IRS
or, for those who use the rile system,
changes can be made right the phone.
Many students don't iBtand what
exactly goes into prepariitax return.
For some people, the fear come from
knowing that the IRS traieople who
make mistakes on their re
"People are scared to their taxes
because if they make a ire, the IRS
might catch up with theraid Hasann
Harrison, a freshman froney City.
Other students don't the time to
understand. the logistics tax return
because they don't prepttax return,
whether it be. because' have " no
income or another perscepares the
return for them.
"I don't have a need e for taxes
because I don't work,id Donnis
McCalmon, a freshm:rom East
Orange. "If I did work, I i get someone else to do it, so I didess up."
At anytime, questions <e answered
by the IRS. Hancock wthat advice
should only be taken frcofessionals
in the field, as tax laws change from
year to year.
"Taking advice from soie who may
know; but isn't in the tax jration business is bad. business," Hancock.
"The simple fact is that iws change
yearly and the taxpayer net hurt."
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Smoking policy attempts to keep WPC air clean
lar resident hall may be designated as smoking-permitted.
A small task force from the
Last year, William Paterson
office of the Provost looked into
College changed its smoking
this situation last year. "This
policy to comply with state
policy was brought forth as
statute P.L. 1985 Chapter 184.
being in the best interest on the
The policy stated that smoking
college community," Fanning
would be banned in all buildings
added.
on campus except for certain
Roland Watts, Acting Dean,
areas in the residence halls. Now
WPC Student
Development,
with the colder weather upon us,
does not seem to think that there
the policy is becoming more difThe smoking policy preis a problem enforcing the new
ficult for the WPC students and
smoking policy. "As I have travstaff to follow.
cludes smoking an common elled throughout the campus," he
Students and staff have been
states, "I have seen students and
smoking in the entries and foyers
areas of the campus.
employees honoring the policy
of campus buildings, despite of
outside."
what the statute states, said Tim
Cigarette butt canisters were byTosmoking
date, few complaints about
Fanning, WPC Associate Vice
the policy have been filed forPresident of Administration and
placed outside entry-ways
mally with the Dean's office or
Finance.
with
the office of Administration
and foyers, in the hopes that and Finance.
In an attempt to prevent this
behavior, the WPC maintenance
Any member of the WPC
people will smoke outside.
staff was instructed to move the
community who has a conflict
cigarette canisters outside. The
with another person, regarding
smokers could then dispose of
this policy, is encouraged to
their cigarette butts before enter—Tim
Fanning
work out the situation among
ing the buildings. With winter's
themselves. Students should
approach, students and staff have
Sylvana Meneses/The Beacon
report any problems to the office
been moving the canisters back
of the Dean of Student
into the foyers, so they can comDevelopment; faculty should
"The
policy
was
not
instituted
required
standards
to
accommoways
and
foyers,
in
the
hopes"
fortably smoke inside.
report problems to their supervifor
punitive
measures."
date
designated
smoking
areas,
that
people
will
smoke
outside."
Fanning stated that the canissors.
The
policy
states
a
right
of
the
so
smoking
is
banned
in
all
Fanning
feels
that
the
success
ters were placed outside for a
non-smoker
to
breathe
clean
air.
buildings
on
campus.
Certain
of
this
policy
depends
on
the
reason. When people hang
around the foyer and smoke, respect of people for each other. That right, according to the poli- rooms and/or floors in a particuBy Michele Mielko
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people have to walk through a
"haze of smoke" just to get to
their classes.
"The smoking policy precludes smoking an common
areas of the campus," said
Fanning. "Cigarette butt canisters were placed outside entry-

The policy was not put into
effect to punish people, but just
to let those students and staff
who do not smoke enjoy clean
air.
"The success of this policy is
predicated upon the respect of
individuals for others," he said.

cy, supercedes the right of the
smoker to smoke. It also states
that in Subchapter 11 of the
Uniform Construction code, it is
required that air from designated
smoking areas may not be recirculated into the building.
WPC does not meet those
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A Raisin in the Sun keeps
black productions alive
By Stacie Caputo
Continuing a tradition of black
productions at William Paterson
College, Alpha Psi Omega,
Pioneer Players, S.A.B.L.E. and
S.A.P.B. are proud to present a
theatrical presentation of A
Raisin in the Sun, by Lorraine
Hansbury.

Thais Bouchereau, director,
feels this type of production is
very important, especially in
conjunction
with
African
Heritage Month. By having at
least one black production every
semester, she feels as though the
actors are reaching out to the
community.
"I think it is important to keep

Sylvana Meneses/The Beacon

A typical morning for the Younger family members in their ghetto apartment in 1950's Chicago. Hansbury's play is set during
a time when black people in America did not have the same
rights as white people, though their dreams about success
were universal.

the tradition alive, having one
black production on campus
every
semester,"
said
Bouchereau. "I hope that they
keep reaching out to that part of
the community."
Four years ago, Bouchereau an
Willie Frank put on a production
at a time when there was really
no black productions at WPC.
For
Bouchereau,
African
Heritage Month was a perfect
time to keep the tradition alive.
"At that time, there were two
of us on campus, and Willie
Frank put on a production and I
wanted to carry on the tradition,"
Bouchereau said. "I wanted to
say 'Hey, there has to be at least
one black production a year,' and
I thought for Black History
Month, that would be a great tradition to start."
According to Bouchereau,
actors, set and lighting crews
only had about four weeks of
rehearsal time to make all the
preparations and adjustments for
the production. While this was a
challenge, working with some
experienced actors has made this
experience a little different, she
added.

The CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY CLUB
invites you and the entire WPC campus community to participate in the annual

SHELTER THE HOMELESS PROGRAM
to benefit PROJECT YOUTH HAVEN and EVA'S SHELTERING PROGRAMS of Paterson
- agencies dedicated to serving the homeless of our community.

Check out these important dates and get involved!

si*-

*ASH WEDNESDAY - February 12, 1997: Shelter the Homeless Program begins.
Be sure to pick up your collection cans at any CCMC event.
*FRIDAYS during Lent - 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. - February 14, 28 and March 21, 28 Visits to Eva's Shelter to serve the homeless.
*THURSDAY - February 27. 1997 - Common Hour (12:30 - 2) - CCMC & Sociology Club
Annual Shelter the Homeless WALK-A THON (call 595-6184 for more info.)
*SUNDAY - April 6. 1997 - 7:30 p.m. - CCM Center
Guest Speaker, SUZIE ORGANISTA, director of Project Youth Haven.
*FRIDAY - April 13. 1997 - ALL COLLECTION CANS ARE DUE BACK
Cans can be returned to the CCM Center or the SGA office (3rd floor in Student Center).
*SUNDAY - April 27. 1997 - CCM Center - 7:30 p.m. - APPRECIATION NIGHT MASS
closing of the SHELTER THE HOMELESS Program.
AH donations collected will be presented.
Guest Speaker - VINCENT PUMA, director of Eva's Sheltering Programs.
HOMELESSNESS ISJQHRJPROBLEM - JOIN VS AND BE A PART OF THE SOLUTION.
All are invited are encouraged to participate in our efforts to help those who need us.
For more information on how you can make a difference, call 595-6184 or
E-mail us at scurti@frontier.wiloaterson.edu
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3RD ANNUAL

Teams: Must be COED (Same College)
3 People Pet Team
Valid college ID required
Date: 2/28/97
Registration: 8:30pm
$21.00 for WPC $30.00 fo* NON-WPC
Contact: Michael Mahiya (201) 433-1399
Christine Benebe (201) 963-0182
Stcph Ramos (201) 502-2013
UAA Office: (201) 595-2497
Applications & cash due 2/17/97 at SC 308
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i members rehearse a scene for the production of Lorraine
kbury's A Raisin in the Sun, The play is being done in conjtion with African Heritage Month. Actors and actresses
I rehearsed for only four weeks in preparation for their
ring night this Wednesday.

directed before and that was
cent because I had to start
i square one and teach them
frery basics about acting,"
Ihereau said. "This cast has
1 lot of previous experience,
ss been a little bit different,
^h we do have some people
Mr debut performance."
bert Chase makes his acting
it as Bobo in the play,
jg is not an activity that
(
e usually participates in, but
essence of this Hansbury
drew him to stage center,
'm not acting as it is so much
3thing I wanted to do; I'm
g because of the play itself,"
Chase. "It was so 'me' that
•ver forget it since high
ol, so when I got the chance
1 in it, I decided to give it a
ce."
e play is set in the 1950's in
small apartment of a poor,
t family in the ghetto. The
ly, despite their low class,
nany dreams. Lena Younger
fed by Alicia Simmons)
mes head of the family after
lusband passes away. She is
cting a check for ten thoudollars in life insurance,
le tensions within the family
i as Walter (Michael Daily)
: he is entitled to the money
use he is the eldest male and
ts to put the money toward a

part ownership in a liquor store.
Ruth (Myra McDonald), his
wife, and Beneatha (Sheila
Etinne) feel that the money is
entitled only to Lean and that she
should do what she wishes with
it. In the end, Lena does what
she wants, in the hopes that it is
the best for her family.
According to Simmons, the
play has a powerful meaning.
Most students have had experience with the work of Hansbury,
so Simmons encourages them to
see this production.
"The play has a very strong
message," said
Simmons.
"Everyone knows Lorraine
Hansbury, so everyone on campus should come out and see it."
Bouchereau is proud of the
work the entire crew has put into
this production. She cannot take
all the credit for this performance, since it takes many people to make sure everything goes
well.
"If it works well, you can't say.
this is the person that made it all
happen," she said. "I think
everybody made it happen: the
actors, actresses, the director, the
stage manager, the crew, everyone."
--Dana Romatowski contributed
to this story

Writing for the Beacon is
>ne of the easiest ways to
3d quality to your resume!

STOP BY AND
CHECK US

SC310
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record, and the story goes from there.
Rey's lyrics seem pretty hard-hitting;
After one listen to Downset's sec- what's the general message you're
ond Mercury release, Do We Speak a trying to promote or are you out just
Dead Language?, one might think that to rock and toll?
these guys are pissed off at the world. Just sociology in general, coming to
Well sure, they've got fire, but who grips with what's going on around
doesn't get pissed off once in a while? you, and how to deal with it, most of
As it turns out Downset, consisting of which come from personal experiRey on vocals, Ares on guitar, James ences on his behalf. He takes it into
on the bass, and Chris on drums, are focus and tries to make the best of it
some pretty nice guys who put all and write songs about it, and so on
they've got into their songs and espe- and so forth. He tackles political
cially their live performance. The issues, social issues.
Insider caught up with the band in Does he write all the lyrics and you
Philadelphia at a recent show that (the band) do all the music?
ended up a stage diving, slam danc- Yeah
ing, sweat-fest. To tell the truth, i What were you doing before Social
don't know who had more fun, the Justice?
band or the fans.
I was too young to do anything, I got
in that band when I was 14,13
Insider: First off, how did the band Why did you guys choose to sign
with a major label when so many
efflOHi together?
Ghfte; Originally, we were another kids from your scene seem to be
"go anti check o.y friend's band"
band that started around '88, a band against that sort of thing?
and
then we hael people coming
called Social ftitiB&&& wltfeh Was "a£-%anfc to say that it happened by acciout
and a guy led Alan Peters,
straight hardcore band coming, from dent it wasn't by accident, but it was
who
used to war Mercury came
South of Los Angeles. The only origi- along those lines. We were just doing
out
and
saw a ce of little shownal member from the original format bur shows and stuff, doing little hardcase
things
we did then asked us
was Rey. In 1990 he picked up James core gigs, and the guy who's our proto
do
a
real
showfor
Mercury. We
and me and Little Roy who used to be ducer, Roy Z, he's pretty big in the
did
a
couple
of
I
in
L.A. Then a
in Downset. We hung out with Social business. He knows a lot of people
couple
of
weeksr
we
met with
Justice until 1992 then ended up with and had a lot of favors owed to him ,
him
and
did
the;
(signed
a deal).
Ares and became downset, made the so he just said (to people at the label)
You always get tlrdcore kids who
call us fucking sats, and it wasn't
even like that, hit was kind of a
good thing. We: doing the same
thing over and again, we were
doing it for year?as the same people hearing our: We got little, little distribution vour seven inches,
maybe a handftthem got to the
East Coast, so wt saw it as a way
for us to get moit to more people.
Are there any res from that?
No...well yeah tlis a regret dude,
but ah we're not.g to go in to that
Veruca Salt
Alright, how die title for the new
Eight Arms to Hold You
album come abc
(Outpost Recordings)
It's kind of a qua, but also a statement.
Do V3peak a Dead
Unfortunately for Veruca Salt,
Language?
and t is a dead lanthe punk scene ended with little fan- ^
guage? A dead uage to us could
fare. It seems mainstream industry
mean love, prosty, anything like
forget to tell the band from Chicagotochange their image and the style in
that and we're iasking ourselves
which they play. Veruca Salt kept their catchy guitar riffs blended with
the question ano asking the peowhinny vocals from Nina Garden.
ple around us you hear what
The first five tracks contain the most energy. In the song "Volcano Girl,"
we're doing? AE just up here to
Garden's vocals dominate the songs. The back ground guitar lines set the
act like a buncrmcking monkeys
pace for the up-tempo distorted sound. The drums came up with a fast
onstage?" It's flee that, we're out
tempoed, Ramones-like style.
here trying to d<nething positive,
In the song, "don't make me prove it," The repetitive guitar cords help
trying to do soring good, and in

icroscope

bring memories of "Seether," which reached pop status during the sumsee MICROSCOPE page 8
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By Ed Erlenmeyer

community for their continued
support. Together we will work
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what we're saying? Is it all good?
Was Rey's father actually killed by
theL.A.P.D.?
Circumstantially, yes. He wasn't
directly killed, but the turn of events
that day led to his death.
How do you like touring?
I love it and I hate it.
It sucks being away from home?
It sucks for me, I'm married and have
a kid. I'm also the youngest too so
I've got the weirdo thing going in the
band. I love being out here, I love
playing shows, but it's definitely hard
because you have to deal with a lot of
things. Some tours it's like, fuck,
when are we going to eat again?
Some tours, like this, it's pretty good.
Pretty stable tour now?
yeah
Where's your favorite place to play
at?
I've got four favorite places for four
different reasons. On the East Coast,
my favorite*cities are New York City,
and immediate runners up are Philly
and Boston for the reason that the pits
are fucking nuts. West Coast, nothing
fades L.A. because it's home. If you ,
go over to Europe, nothing, nothing,
nothing fades Portugal. Those kids
are SICK! Kick boxers from Boston
wouldn't last five minutes in that pit.
It's SICK! We played there with
Pantera, and when they opened the
doors, Slayer was on the house system and kids were jumping off the
balcony.
The new album seems a lot more
my opinion, the would be more mature than the last one, how did
like asking the ler, do you hear
see DOWNSET page 13
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Shaffer. That seems to be why the why store patterns themselves after what was in style four years
ago. Mixing just enough acoustic guitars with electric to make themselves sound extremely boring,
this strong willed quintet seems to possess some talent but lack a direction to play it in.
Track three finds Shaffer ranting on "Nobody,
nobody,
nobody, nobody drinks with me." Poor
chicks."
from MICROSCOPE page 7
Unfortunately, the whole album is not this good. guy, you really can't have sympathy for him
mer of 1995. The one song that supported the album The cover of the Run-DMC song "Its Tricky" and though. The why store combines dull lyrics with
was "One Last Time."This contained a radbass line the track "Asleep at the wheel" are disappointing even duller melodies to form an album brimming
that makes it impossible to keep ^motionless and borderline annoying. The whole album is with songs that lack melody, conviction and punch.
throughout the song. The ambiguous lyrics revels a worth the money though for one simple fact: Greg Gardner on Bass, Jeff Pedersen on keys,
Beck style combined with a late sixties influence. Vanilla Ice does a duet with Jimmy Pop on the song Charlie Bushor on Drums, and Mike Smith on guitar forms the band who constructed the music
if.
The possibilities of another "Seether/', which "Boom." Life doesn't get better than this.
which
just flows endlessly and reaches nowhere.
(TB)
reached pop status in the summer of 1995, are very
The tiresome guitar licks make this band seem nothunlikely.
Various Artists
ing more than the average band looking for a break
The down side to this album came out with the
This is Pure
and not getting it.
later tracks. Veruca Salt tried to sing ballads with no
(Pure Records)
If you somehow run into a case of these CDs that
direction. The guitar cords are sloppy throughout
fell off a truck, then take one and see how boring it
the song and the vocals put you to sleep. The balThis is Pure is a compilation album put out by is for yourself. If not, my advice is to save your
lads seem to be taken from a bad eighties movie.
Pure
Records and features ait eclectic mix of rock, money perhaps the next the why store c.d will be
Overall, the album is carried- by a few songs
blues,
hip-hop and reggae by fourteen different up better.
which shall help carry Veruca Salt back into mainand
coming
performers. Surprisingly enough even
(AG)
stream.
with
the
wide
array
of
musical
styles
the
album
fits
(KH)
together nicely and has a unique rhythm to it.
Widespread Panic
The first track that sticks out is "Drunk" by Slo
Bombs and Butterflies
Leak, ablues/rock band with a sound that is remi(Capricorn)
niscent of the earlier days of rock. Equally impressive are the Reggae Cowboys, who display a sucDon't let the name Widespread Panic fool you.
cessful mix of western and reggae. Their song "Tell Initially I thought this was a hardcore album or at
the Truth" showcases the band's humor and makes the very least a bad metal band. I was surprised to
it obvious how the band has built a strong under- find Widespread Panic to be mostly a blues rock
ground following.
band.
Toronto's Glueleg song "Heroic Doses" shows
Widespread Panic combines folk, blues, and rock
how inventive the band can be as they have trum- to form a very distinct sound. The music is at times
pets playing guitar parts, and guitars playing bass pleasantly upbeat* but the lead vocalist sound a litparts. The quick rhythms coupled with the horns tle to much like Dave Matthews. On certain tracks
make this s?ot\g the- highlight of the enfcjre album. the- batffl fate apart ? s ' A ^ fcy a-msmcGessfuly to
OtHer tracks wtorpi. mention|^fca*e "Disco* *Sfefe# by attempt slow, moving ballads. "Aunt Avis" is the
An Emotional Fish, "Driving by Frazier Chorus, best example of this. The majority of the songs also
and "Tina" by Buzztonic.
fall short, but tracks like "Tallboy" and "Radio
This album pretty much has something for every- Child" show off the bands talent.
Bloodhound Gang
one. The album travels the musical spectrum and
Widespread Panic is a very unique band and
One Fierce Beer Coaster
even the hardest to please will find something they Bombs and Butterflies show that the band does have
(Geffenj
like. With fourteen talented performers, this album potential. But the album doesn't live up to its expecis a bargain.
tations and overall is a so-so album. Some tracks do
Where to start,
.
(DR) impress the listener, but most aren't what they
O.K., this is about the
should be. This album would have been much bet734th label that the
ter if Widespread Panic stuck to the quick, upbeat
Bloodhound Gang has
sound rather than playing slow, dark, depressing
been on. This album
ballads".
itself is the major label
(DR)
version of what was
originally released on
Republic Records, sans two tracks. Bloodhound
Gang is primarily lyricist Jimmy Pop with others
rounding out a band. This album is the first for the
Gang that features a full band as opposed to sampling. The result? One of the funniest albums of the
year.
Jimmy Pop rocks the mic like an out of place
white guy, and he's proud of it. With song titles like
"Kiss Me Where It Smells Funny" and "Lift Your
Head Up High (And Blow Your Brains Out.)" it's
pretty obvious what Mr. Pop is aiming at; offending
someone. Citing Howard Stern as a primary influence Jimmy Pop lets loose hilarious thoughts in
most every song.
The stand outs are "Fire Water Burn," the first sinthe why store
11, i
gle, "Your Friends Are Only Make Believe," which
the why store
is about Mr. Rogers, and the years best anthem; "I
(MCA)
Wish I Was Queer So I Could Get Chicks." For this
track, over high tempo, up beat guitar riffs with
This Indiana based post-grunge altema-band has
turntable antics in the breaks, Jimmy Pop tells why released their third album, Way Cool music picking
he isn't gay and how his love life would be better if the band up for this one. The lead singer, Chris
he was. "Doesn't matter what I'm packin' in my Shaffer has a more than striking resemblance, to
denim It's what's in my genes/ The only smoked Eddie Vedder, and the rest of the band seems to be
meat the only sausage I would eat is made by following right behind in the same parade.
Jimmy Dean/ See I'm not too keen on the smell of
"With us, its not a matter of sounding or looking
Vaseline/'No I'm not Princess Di and I don't wanna like whatever's in style at the, moment," quotes
be a queen/ I just wish I was queer so I could get

UNDER THE M

Don't like what
me reuiem???
•Think you can do
: better?

l
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Then get your @$$
** !do%n to the
Beacon, SC 310,
and give it a shot;
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Live
@ The Stone Pony
2/11/97

Pavement
@ NYU's Loeb Center
2.6.97
The adrenaline was flowing as the crowd flowed upstairs to
New York University's Loeb Center. In about two hours
Pavement was to grace the masses with lovable indie-rock.
This is the "residency tour" as Matador claimed, which means
that this tour will play smaller clubs in larger cities to introduce
their new LP, Brighten The Corners. Tickets sold within a half-aday at the two clubs and NYU, leaving the latecomers to wait
until their full Brighten The Corners tour in three months,
promising smaller cities and bigger venues. Could this be the
last time to see Pavement in intimacy?
Pavement was a disappointment, to say the least. The residency show last week didn't compare at all to the offering they
gave at Lollapalooza two years ago. Hence, it's been a long
while since their previous tour, but mistakes stuck out everywhere. On several occasions, Ibold momentarily lost all memPicture provided by Scott Miohaluk
ory of his lyrics, the most obvious lapse being on "Type
Slowly" where his second verse started without the instruments and a loud "oops" could be heard through the mic. Steve West's drumming was a bit off,
either lagging behind or pacing too fast, and Bob Nastanovich's organ emulated amateurism.
Not only that, Ibold was a bit arrogant, asking the band to "just play something and I'll play
along." It dared the crowd to applaud for an encore.
Some of the songs did sound great. "Fight This
Generation" had a painfully, distortion-driven twist at the
end. The songs off the new album, like "Blue Hawaiian,"
"Type Slowly," "Stereo," and "Embassy Row" were all harmonily in tune and crisp and Nastanovich's lyrical assistance added gleefully to the songs. "Best Friends' Arm"
and Ibold's solo effort on "We'll Dance" (while Steve
Malkmus was tuning his bass guitar) was graceful and
"Passat's Dream" demonstrated how Pavement could
accent a sound greater than that of a recording.
If you went beyond the uptight attitude of Ibold and
bandmates, and the small fallacies that plagued many of
the songs, you enjoyed the show. But this show proved
that the .guirttet has some brushing up to do before their
Picfur<$ pfOvrtea by Scott Miehaiust " g r a n d " toux i n the near future.

Live played the second date of their 1997 world tour at The
Stone Pony in Asbury Park, New Jersey. This show happened
exactly one week before the release of their third album Secret
Samadhi. Believe me, this is not going to happen again for a
long time - a band that is so big playing at a place so small.
Although unannounced, tickets went like hot cakes.
There are many problems to be had at a concert of this caliber. First of all, there were way too many people in attendance. To get from one side of the tiny establishment to the
other took a good half hour. Second and most importantly, no
one in the crowd knew any of the songs off of the new record
and Live decided to play ten of the fourteen tunes that make
up the new release; Samadhi.
First up was "Unsheathed" and as the audiences anticipation grew for more songs that were familiar to them, the band
just spat out new song after new song. How did the band
expect the fans to react to tunes that were previously unheard?
It took up until the fifth song before the place finally blew up.
"Iris" got the joint jumping and extremely hot, but unfortunately, it was back to the new stuff after that.
The new Live material sounds like what you would expect
from Live, only a little bit slower and as each song went on, the
intensity gained momentum until the ball finally dropped.
Other songs played off Secret Samadhi included "Rattlesnake,"
"Gashead Goes West," and the first single, "Lakini's Juice,"
which got a strong reception from the college type crowd.
In total, there were four songs of the fourteen played that
were on Throwing Copper. Nothing was played off of Live's
first offering Mental Jewelry and to say the least, it was a short
evening. The band left the crowd with a happy dose of songs
familiar to them in the form of an encore that consisted of
"Lightning Crashes" and then finally "I Alone." Look for Live
to come around this summer on a larger scale tour and if you
get tickets, hope for a longer concert and be sure to buy their
new album soyou know what they're actually playing.
by Ed Erlenmeyer

By Joe Giglio
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WHAT YOU THINK??

beacon1@frontier.wilpaterson.edu
Unplanned Pregnancy?

THE POMPTON PUB
& PACKAGE STORE
YOUR SOURCE FOR LATE-NIGHT BEER AT LIQUOR STORE PRICES!

Y CENTER]

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

We want to help you!

Open Mic/Anything
Goes

include:

FEATURING...
Sing-Along with Jennifer

THURSDAY LADIES NIGHT

1/2 Price Drinks w/WPC ID

KARAOKE

THURSDAYS
& SUMDAYS

DANCE • DANCE • DANCE • DANCE • DANCE
Every

TUESDAY

@ 11:30 p.m.
Club Night w/DJ Jason Pierce

SATURDAYS

SAT., FEB. 22...CITIZEN'S ARREST
SAX, FEB. 28 BLACK LICORICE

DANCE'DANCE'DANCE @ Club Pompton

M-

F DAILY

LIVE MUSIC

HAPPY

SAT, MAR. 1 T H U N D E R HILL

HOUR

4-7PM

Ice cold case beer prices: all Bud all Coors lite all Miller $14.99 Sam Adams, Petes, Corona $22.991
V433

RINGWOOD AVE., POMPTON LAKES, NJ * 201-835-8786.

Some of our services
•Free Pregnancy Testing
•Counseling
•Maternity/Baby Clothing &
Furnishings
•Post-Abortion Support
Groups

FREE
Confidential Help and
Pregnancy Test at

BIRTHRIGHT

All Services are
Free & Confidential
24 hour Answering service

201-538-0967
82 Speedwell Aw. 1330 Hamburg Tpk,
Morristown
Wayne

19 W.PIeasant Avenue
Maywood
(Minutes from Bergsrv Mall)

845-4646

COPY EDITOR AND PROOFREADER
WANTED.

STOP BY SC

31 D FOR

AN APPLICATION.
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Not doing enough
reading for school?

Internet Access
Internet Training
DeskTop Publishing
Microsoft Office
Lotus Suite
Resume Preparation
One-on-One or Group Traini
Games
Children's Educational Softw
Hardware/Software Consulti
Business Card Preparatioi

and

Stanley Birch

Not Interested in Coputers?
Come in and enjoy a elicious

On Tuesday, February18th
in Billy Pat's
Starting at 7:00 p.m.

The Beacon is looking
for proofreaders and
* copy editors.
Stop in Student Center
310 or call 595-2568.

Cappuccino
Espresso
Health Drink of the Day
Flavored Coffee
Herbal Teas
Hot Chocolate
Carrot Cake
Cheese Cake
Desserts of the Day

.'I*-'*

Free Admission, Soda, and Popcorn

COMINC IN MACH
VIRTUAL HEAVY

SGA Funded
, Mpka <Pfil ©mega, S.uA; <B.S£.fi.
at QjlMQuun ^Patenson Cofifege

1 • !
i
!

c_A UaisU U the San

No Slobs Or Wackos
SWF, 36, enjoys everything. ISO SWM, 2545, NS. Must be cool tempered, hardworking, professional, sweet, and cuddly. No
drugs at all!! Voice Mailbox No. 11986

by 92owtaine
<

by: xJkate
S£eon

9Hifiaf:ftp,:

eft in

QAiecL 9Ws., <3k,fi-Sat.
. 19, 20, 21, 22,1997 at 8:00 p.m.
., ^eb. 20,1997 a&o at 12:30 p.m.
., 9eb. 23', 1997 at 6:00 p.m.

'SGA"
FUNDED

jracqua« (jA/tmsftfOMg

JkHioia

^Mufee/tt C^ase
JUlcdaefi ^DaiCy
Qkifo fitienne

SJtctfte 'ETmjft

91?.fifcets:
$3.00

udents,

, Sta{{ & Senioit Citigens • $5.00 Qmtiad

Something Different
SWM 25, with sensitivity, creativeflair.ISO
dissearning female, high standards, someone who enjoys championing a cause and
wants to make a difference. Voice Mailbox
No. 11987

Hug Me
Loving, trusting, very adorable SWM,
enjoys movies, candlelit dinners, conce
cuddling. ISO gentle, honest, slim SWF,:
35, NS, for true love/ shared dreams. Vo
Mailbox No. 11988
Why Not Be My Soul Mate?
Christian college senior, romantic. sinc<
hardworking, ambitious, 30s, NS, nonm;
rialistic, ISO lifelong companion with si
lar qualities. Voice Mailbox No. 11989

Just Browsing?

Find the perfect partner
with the Perfect Date browse feature. You can browse
through women or men's ads by dialing the 900 number
and pressing "2". If you like what you hear, you can leave
the person a message. To immediately skip to the next
greeting at any time, press "3". The greetings recorded
most recently play first. You may even hear a greeting
before the ad appears in print!

ABBREVIATIONS

S-Singlc D-Divorced
F-Female M-Malc B-Black
W-Whiic A-Asian C-Christian
J-Jcwish H-Hispanic
NA-Native American
NS-NonSmoker
ND-NonDrinkcr
ISO-ln Search Of
VMB-Voice Mailbox No.
LTR-Long-Term Relationships

Don't be late for your Perfect pate! CalF800~437-5814 today to place your free 25-word print ad or call
1-900-438-2602 ($1.99/minute;ills average 3 minutes) to respond to any ad on this page!

To place an ad:
By Phone:
•

Call 1-800-437-5814

Open 24
hours
7 days a
week!
•

His FREEtoplace an ad, recordyour
greeting, anare/rfeve responses
wice per week.'

' By Mail:
PerfectDate Personals By fax: 1-800-588
Depf66
24HoorsoDayf
619 W College Ave
State College, PA 16801
We will mail the information you need tieve
your responses.
Ads should be 25 words or less. Include yame,
address and phone number. For youn.be
processed, all information must be inauaror-'
maHon is strictly confidential.

To respond to an ad:

i

By 900 number

By Mail:

Use your Qedff Card:

• Use a touch-tone p/ione.
• Cordless phones cannot be used
on our systems!
• Call 1-900-438-2602
(1.99 min/avg 3 min.)
• Press " 1 " to respond
to a specific ad
or
• Press " 2 " to browse
men's or women's ads.

Seal your written response, or place in an envelope, and write the voice
mailbox number on the outside. Also write the date of the paper the a d ,
appeared in. Put the sealedresponseor envelope in a laiger envelope
along with the $7forwardingfee.You may enclose as many responses as
you wish, along with $ 7forEACHresponse.Check or money order only,
please, payabletoPerfect Date™ Voice Personals. No cash.
Affix postage and mail to:

•

Perfect Date Personals Dept 66
619 W College Ave
State College, PA 16801

« . ' r
f
'
v
- . -

Use a touch-lone phone.

• Cordless phones cannot be used on
our systems!
• Call 1-800-317-5380

^ ^ ^ ^
" « * ...

• Press " 1 " and follow
the easy instructions

(Jp

• You will be charged
$1.99 per minutetoyour Visa™
or Mastercard™

We provide a FREE 25-word print ad, fREE voice greeting, .-two FREE calls to retrieve responses per week! That means there's no cost to you, the advertiser!
Touch-tone phone required. Pulse to lone line: after dialing 1-900-438-2602, switch from pulse to toi/our touch-tone phone before selecting categories. If you find that someone has not recorded a voice greeting, you can still respond: just listen for directions. Perfect
Date Personals are run for the purpose of introducing adults (18 and older) to one another. We make resentations as to a person's marital status. Any references to marital status have been supplied by the participanis. No advertisement or voice greeting will be accepted that is suggestive, sexual or offensive to the public. We reserve the right to edit copy. We suggeson in arranging meetings with strangers. People who place or respond to Perfect Date Personals do so at their own risk. Perfect Dale is a service and subsidiary of
Accu-Weather Inc. For more information call 1-800-437-5814. Service may not be available in all oi areas.
'
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VICTIM/ OF TOKYO
/UBWAY GA//ING
TOPIC OF NEW BOOK

said. "Japan, I thought, is like a
religion."
After two years of media fasFor example, he pointed out
cination with the cultists blamed the story of the crisply unifor the 1995 gas attack on formed subway employees like
Tokyo's subways, one of Japan's Kazumasa Takahashi, who
William Paterson College, 300 Pompton Rd.
top novelists is publishing a stayed behind with colleagues
Straight from the Jersey Shore comes Coreupt.
study of the other side of the after the panicking commuters SC310, Wayne NJ 07470, Attn: Ed Erlenmeyer.
This group of hardcore hip-hoppers has been
Music
can
not
be
returned
so
don't
send
original
attack: the victims.
had fled the subways, trying to
seen opening up for bands like Madball, ProHaruki Murakami said Friday clean up the evaporating liquid copies.
Pain, and Earth Crisis. This four song demo
he based his book on about 60 sarin
with
newspapers.
displays what the NJ hardcore scene has
Spare Change
interviews with families of the Takahashi died.
become
and where it could be heading. The
Spare Change:
12 dead and people who were
He also sees parallels between
songs
are
heavy, groove ridden and poppy
among the more than 5,500 himself and Asahara.
(not
poppy
like pop music, poppy like what a
Of the seven songs on Spare Change's selfinjured in the March 20, 1995
"I think Shoko Asahara, in his
really
tight
snare drum sounds like). The
attack.
titled demo tape, not one is fairly original.
way, is a storyteller with a folband
incorporates
two vocalists, each with
The
700-page
book,
Don't get me wrong, the guys in the band are
lowing. I am too. But I believe
different
styles
over
a thick guitar and rhythm
"Underground," is due in bookdecent musicians, but it seems that they could
I'm trying to do some good with
section.
There
are
also some really bouncy
stores this March. It is not only
do a lot more than the every day, run of the
my stories," he said.
the most complete book on the
breakdowns which is the cornerstone of any
Murakami, 49, is one of the mill, funk rock with occasional guitar solo.
victims to date, but it is also
decent hardcore jam. The tape is pretty inexI've
seen
these
guys
play
live
at
Billy
Pat's
Pub
Murakami's first work of nonfic- standard bearers of the first gen- to an audience of about ten. They played two pensive and there's probably a few copies left
eration of novelists born and
tion.
for anyone who's looking. Contact Darin at
raised
in the post World War II sets which included more cover songs than
The attack, allegedly by Aum
(908)363-3786
or
e-mail
him at
originals.
Once
the
guys
warmed
up
and
had
Shinri Kyo, was a devastating era. His fiction has a reputation
Dobbs7@aol.com.
a
few
beers,
they
seemed
like
they
were
havblow to the national psyche of for depicting the gloom and
Japan, which had long prided alienation of modem Japanese
itself on its safe streets and youth.
Many of his characters are
orderly society. Cult
obsessed
with escaping into a
Murakami, 49, whose novels
fantasy
world
dominated by
are populated with characters
who listen to opera or the American pop culture.
. In his 1980 novel "Pinball,
Beatles, eat western food and
have little connection to 1973" for instance, the narrator
Japanese tradition, said the reacts to the suicide of a girlattack focused his attention on friend by becoming obsessed
sponsored by
his homeland.
with the hunt for a rare pinball
United Asian Americans
While much that has been machine, and the absent-minded
written about the nerve gas bliss he once experienced while
attack has focused on the cult, its playing it.
beliefs, its members and the
Murakami himself escaped the
murder trial of guru Shoko high-pressure Japanese literary
Asahara, Murakami said he was scene in 1991 to Europe and then
drawn to those killed or injured. America. But like many young
"I was in America when the artists who leave home, he says
subway assault happened," he became fascinated with his
Murakami said in a telephone
country after going away.
interview from his office in
Although his trademark is a
Tokyo. "1 became fascinated first
t<0H
narrator disinterested in the charabout what was happening to the
Student
dtetUe*
acters
going
through
the
emovictims, and what was happentionally wrenching plotlines,
ing to Japan."
Murakami said talking to victims
"I saw something in Japan I
hadn't seen before," he said of of a real atrocity took away that
the culture that gave birth to option.
"As I began to notice how
Aum Shinri Kyo. "I wanted to
iAH CuifihC
learn what that really was, and to Japan has changed, I also began
tell the right story, the real story, to change," he said. "I moved
from detachment from characthe truth about it."
Murakami drew parallels ters to engagement with real
between Japan's highly demand- people."
Murakami's next novel, "The
ing, conformist society and the
Wind-Up Bird Chronicle," is
Aum cult.
"One of the things that struck due out this year. It is the story of
me about the victims of this characters linked by agonizing
gassing is that they work so hard, memories of the 1939 massacre
and have so much of their identi- of fanatical Japanese troops by
ty, such faith, in their work," he Soviet tanks in Manchuria.
-Associated Press
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If

ing a better time, however, they seem dead set
on becoming rock stars. If they continue to
•In attempt to further the local music scene in New play out and not fear change, something speJersey, we at the Beacon will now be running a cial could be in the works. For more informacolumn to review local band's demo tapes, 7 inch- tion contact: Spare Change, PO box 44,
es, and CDs. If you or anyone you know is in a Pompton Lks,NJ 07442
band that is worthy of attention, we want to hear
Coreupt
what you've got! Send a copy of your music and
Never Backing Down:
whatever information you have to: The Beacon,
By Ed Erlenmeyer
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and smoke once in a while. I'm pretty much the only party guy in the
band.
SABBATH AND BDB MARLEY What's coming up in the next year or
so?
from DOWNSET page 7
rock stuff like that, Sabbath. Now
you approach writing and recording after ten, twelve years of that, my We've got this booked until the beginning of April. We got an offer that I
it?
influences are like Bob Marley, he's
First of all there was a member like my main inspiration right now. I can't really talk about but that would
change/which kind of cornered the listen to a lot of reggae, a lot of dance be really cool. There's talks about
going out with Korn in the states
creative part of it, there was one less hall and techno type stuff. I love rock,
because they're in Europe now. We'll
I
still
love
Zeppelin,
they're
still
one
of
creative mind in the band so we were
definitely be back on another tour
more focused on the four of us. We my favorites. The new trip-hop stuff
within the next six months;
with
all
live
instruments
is
crazy
too,
were touring for two years, constantly
What have you learned from being
up each other's ass in a bus, or van or those guys are bad-ass players.
Who do you like more, Beavis or on tour?
whatever the case was. We learned to
I learned more than I ever would have
Butthead?
live with each other and grow with
in school. I've learned so much about
Beavis
because
he
kicked
Butthead
in
each other. We learned more about
life and differences in culture, differthe balls in" the last episode I saw.
what we were about musically just
Are any of the guys in the band ences in ways of living, especially in
being on stage every night getting
Europe. We've done about nine or ten
straightedge?
tight. All that had an impact on the
Not straight edge, our bass player, months in Europe now and it's so
new album and I think we've matured
you could probably call him that, but bugged out to just wake up everyday
110% since then.
he isn't. He'll have a Guiness on occa- in another country and the way of livWho were your influences back in sion or something like that but he ing is so different. It totally opens up
the day?
doesn't really like to party. I'm a your eyes. It's just different, it's defiBack in the day my influences were straight partyer, Rey likes to get high nitely a great learning experience.
Dead Kennedys, DRI, Led Zeppelin, now and- then, and Ares will drink Anything else you'd like to say?
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Movie Review **
Dante's Peak

Ed Erlenmeyer/The Beacon

Yeah, I'd like to thank anyone whoever put a lot of time and effort into their
scene, people who are reading this
right now I'd like to thank and all the
people that support the shows,
bought the album and come and hang
out. All love. All love.

Photo book captures
endangered species' plight
-Associated Press

Geographic, so they were well
qualified to produce a book on
With his eyes and his camera, the subject. Sartore and
Joel Sartore created a photo Chadwick set out two years ago
album of the imperiled.
to make people care about
-Associated Press
While sitting in the photogra- endangered species. At the time,
Nazeer (Ajay Naidu).
"That's nice," Nazeer snaps. "They have many phy studio of his Lincoln home, bills had been introduced in
Abstract dreams of New York give Sooze solace. convenience stores there to stand in front of."
he flipped through the pages of Congress that would have gutted
Pot-smoking, pizza-scarfing Buff's ideal evening
The performances are dead»on, especially Parker "The Company We Keep: the Endangered Species Act of
Endangered 1973.
is facile: "smoke, babe, slice, brew." Alcohol nelp§, Posey ("Dazed & Confused") as a record-compa- America's
Tim dull his hate and Bee-Bee her anguish'.-Even ny publicist who accompanies Pony back to Species." Sartore made the
His photos show easily recogJeff, who possesses the closest thing to motivation, Burnfield and becomes intertwined with the group. book's photos and wildlife biol- nizable icons saved by federal
craves only "something real for two or three secZahn is engaging as cinema's latest Spicoli, and ogist Douglas Chadwick wrote legislation: bald eagles, northern
onds."
Amie Carie is irresistible as Jeff's angry but good- the text. Both men work for the spotted owls and whooping
These are the desolate postadolescents who pop- hearted girlfriend, Sooze. Nicky Katt plays Tim as National Geographic Society, cranes.
The smallest species teach the
ulate the overpaved angstscape of "subUrbia," a a brooding, xenophobic young man descending which published the edition.
Sartore easily recalls the story most important lessons.
bleak film about a day in the life of mediocre into alcoholism.
"The fact that 75 to 80 percent
everypeople.
These young men and women have passed the behind each shot. Just as" easily,
Sometimes talky, often stagy, always relevant, sheen of youth and lack a solid adulthood to anchor he recites the challenges that of all species of freshwater mus"subUrbia" - based on Eric Bogosian's play - is a their feet upon. They emotionally abandon one each species faces for its sur- sels in this country are threatened or endangered tells us one
modern morality tale about a place all too familiar another simply because they can't figure out how vival.
In some cases, the book docu- thing, that our water quality is
in 1990s America: the realm of post-consumer else to act in a habitat as physically lost as they are
terrible," he said.
ments the doomed.
hopelessness; The players in "subUrbia" grope for emotionally.
""I
know
some
of
these
"It's an alarm going off and,
meaning, but don't quite realize that their lives lack
This is a tale both of possibilities lost and possiit almost entirely.
bilities never realized, of a crew of pure never-will- species are going to be lost for very few people are listening."
The natural rate of extinction is
There is no plot, really, just a plethora of over- bes, tragic in their utter inability to understand how good," he said. "But if enough
people care about these things, one out of a million species per
lapping backstories that focus on a group of five trapped they are.
century. Experts estimate that
slackers and the return of one of their higlwschool
"You wanna know what your problem is, Jeff?" then we can save them."
The University of Nebraska- 500 species have become extinct
acquaintances, Pony, who sings in a band.
Tim says scornfully. "You want to believe so badly,
Lincoln graduate started doing in North America since 1500,
Jeff (Giovanni Ribisi) lives in a pup tent in his you'll buy anything."
parents' garage andjs taking a few community colNazeer, the minimart operator, functions as the freelance photography for and the current rate may be as
lege courses, trying to figure out what he wants to conscience — the only one who cares. He didn't National Geographic in 1991. high as several species per day.
The primary threat to endando with his life. His nights are spent with his grow up complacent amid the trappings of He became a contract photographer
the
next
year.
gered
species is loss of habitat,
friends, prowling the retail landscape of the every- American suburbia; instead, he sought them out to
While visiting the Houston driven by increasing land develsuburb of Burnfield. They always seem to end up find success.
in the parking lot of a particular convenience store,
At the end of the film, after a sequence of har- Ship Canal, he witnessed regular opment and human population.
where they ruminate dully and try to figure out rowing confrontations, he turns his back in disgust spills of oil and tallow, which Sartore recognized that the
completely choked life from the Endangered Species Act, and
what's wrong.
on Jeff and Tim in the store's parking lot.
water.
While covering land use some of his own views about it,
"You people are so stupid," Nazeer says. "You
Pony (Jayce Bartok), who has left town and
in
the
West,
he saw the devasta- are considered controversial
found success as a pop singer, returns in a limo to throw it all away."
tion
of
forests
by clear cutting among private landowners and
And his anger echoes into the dawn as the camrevisit his old haunts. His presence* roils the
and
the
contamination
of water businesses that consider the act
unhealthy funk in which the friends wallow, and era pulls away, withdrawing once again past the
an inconvenience
caused
by
abandoned
mines.
their night of interaction is the pin on which the Color Tile, the tract houses and the cement until
"I just think that if the majori"I
just
saw
so
many
terrible
Burnfield's barely defined town limit is reached
movie turns.
ty
of people had seen the stuff
things
that
it
really
motivated
once
more.
,
The lack of defined story in "subUrbia" is the
that
I've seen with my own eyes,
me,"
he
said.
"subUrbia,"
a
Castle
Rock
film,
is
directed
by
point, since life itself has no plot. To these people*
people
would just realize that
Sartore
and
Chadwick
collabhanging out and talking about unattainable goals is Richard Linklater from a screenplay by Bogosian.
environmentalists
aren't lying,"
orated
on
an
endangered
species
It is produced by Anne Walker-McBay and is rated
the very essence of existence.
he
said.
"This
world
is being
article
that
appeared
in
the
"I'm moyin' out to L.A.," Buff (Steve Zahn) R.
March 1995 issue of National trashed."
brags to the Pakistani convenience-store operator,
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Help available to students with writers' block

Beacon Classifieds

By Jeremy Singer
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Like to Work with Small Children Rainbow Montessori school in Pompton
Plains has 2 positions available. Persons
needed to work 8-4 or 8-12 and 12-4 five
days a week. If you are interested in this
position please call Mrs. Pent at (201)
835-8026. Substitutes, are also needed.
Accountant -- Doug Finkle, Public
accountant conveniently located near
WPC for income tax preparation please
call (201) 942-0205. 10% discount with
college ID.
Spring Break 97 - Don't be left out,
space limited!! Cancun and Jamaica from
$429. Call STS @ 1-800-648-4849.
Spring Break 97 — Tight budget, no
money? STS is offering Panama City and
Daytona Beach, Florida from $119. Call
1-800-648-4849.
Part-Time Help Wanted: Mail Boxes,
Etc ~ Point View Shopping Center. 189
Berdan Ave., Wayne. Mon-Fri. 10am 2pm. Competitive wages. Call 628-1901
or stop in for an application.
Spring Break 97 — Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, & Florida. 7-meal plan only
$19.00pp. Group Organizers. EARN
FREE TRIPS AND CASH . . . Call us
today 1-800-700-0790.

publication-

Earn $500 o r more . . . weekly stuffing shifts flexible hrs. Make your own schedenvelopes at home. Send long SASE to: ule, worker friendly environment E. Ruth.
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. N20; 458-9293.
P.O.Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA Congratulations to all Greeks for a successful rush! Love the Angels.
70727
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000 — Credit card Good Luck to all the new associates!
fund-raisers for fraternities, sororities & Love the Angels.
groups. Any campus organization can Congratulations — BZP Lambda
raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping Associate Class! Love the Angels.
$5.00/VISA application. Call 1-800-932- DPhiE -- Presents the 8th Annual
0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers receive Deepher Dude! Feb. 26, 1997, 8:00 p.m.
FREET-Shirt.
in the Student Center Ballroom. $3.00
Now Hiring - Domino's Pizza, Pompton Admission with DJ Shortcut - AH are
Lakes. Looking for delivery personnel Welcome!
w/insured and registered vehicle and valid • Part-Time care — of two children, ages
driver's license. Earn $12/hour. Apply in three and six months, in my Ridgewood
person or call before 4 or after 8. 835- home. I will work with your schedule.
0333. All shifts available. Ask for Russell Need own transportation. Non-smokers.
orTara.
References required. Call Cathy Shea at
Market Research Opportunites - P/T 251-0231.
or F/T fast growing computer company Hey~Don't type that term paper! Don't
located in Franklin Lakes. 10 minutes you have enough to do? Let me type it for
from Campus. Seeks highly motivated you. Call: A Way With Words. (201) 616individual for market research\ and infor- 8266.
mation development. Salary and Bonuses. Help Wanted — Camp counselors needed
Call 1 (888) 334-3986 and ask for Ruben for resident girls camp is Oak Ridge, NJ.
orfax us @ (201) 847-1622.
FT, live in. Positions: archery, tennis,
Operations Asst. P/T — Immediate horseback riding, dramatics. Salary range
opportunities avail.Sunday thru Saturday $1200 - $1500. Call (201) 239-2877.

If .1
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Aries
(March21toAprill9)
Get out and visit thosefriendsyou
haven't seen in a while. You're at
your best presenting new ideas
However,, some find thethselves
dealing with evasive types who are
less than open. Toward the end of
the week, you're ready for some
much-needed rest and relaxation.
Taurus
(April 20 to May 20)
It's a great week for meetings
with bankers and with real estate
professionals if you're looking for a
change in residence. Career interests
go well generally. This weekend,
avoid spending too much money on
frivolous pursuits.
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Gemini
(May 21 to June 20)

SEND ADS TO:
'
The Beacon
300 Pbmpton Rd, SC3tO
Wayne, HJ 0745:0
ATVhk Classifieds -*•

cretion if discussing financial matters with an overly talkative friend.

a compromise is in order on the
social scene.

Leo
(July 23 to August 22)

Sagittarius
(November 22 to December 21)

You need some time alone this
week to mull over personal concerns. This downtime leads to new
insights and conclusions. Later in
the week, it's a good time for shopping and gadding about.

Leisure interests are highlighted
this week. Some take up a new
hobby, while others meet with an
: exciting romantic possibility. Over
the weekend, while out and about,
avoid spending too much money.

Viigo
(August 23 to September 22)

Capricorn
(December 22 to January 19)

Parents should seek out teachers
and set up meetings this week.
Partners are in sync, but you're
bogged down with niggling details
at work. Don't get caught up with
inconsequential matters this weekend.

You make acceptable progress at
work. However, a family mernher
feels you're not being attentive
enough and makes more demands
for your time. Make an effort to
reach out to this person, over the
weekend.

Libra
(September 23 to October 22)

Aquarius
(January 20 to February 18)

Couples should try to spend some
quality time together this week, even
Early in the week, career developif you need to take a day off to do so. ments are positive. Later in the
Some soul-searching is in order. week, you're running into a few
You've been a bit inflexible with obstacles to your progress. Special
certain people and overly critical of attention should be paid to details,
others.
especially when tending to domestic
chores this weekend.
Cancer
(June 21 to July 22)
Scorpio
(October 23 .to November 21)
You make an early start this week
to get a jump on the competition
You're intrigued by fascinating
which has been breathing down your cultural interest this week. Higherneck of late. Keep your eyes open ups are feeling slighted, so be sure to
for a new opportunities. Use dis- show proper respect. This weekend,

The research you da on an investment concern leads you to correct
conclusions.
Behind-the-scenes
moves are best in business as you
execute a low profile. Guard your
tongue over the weekend.
Pisces
(February 19 to March 20)
You and your significant other are
in sync. On the social scene this
week, it's a mixture of highs and
lows. Friends disagree over where to
go and what to do.

Maike checks or money orders
payable to;
THE BEACON

Eastern Europe Employment -- Teach
basic conversational English in Prague,
Budapest, or Krakow. Our materials
uncover many rewarding teaching opportunities with great benefits. For information (206) 971-3680 ext K51061. (We are
a research\ & publishing company).
Alaska Summer Employment -- Fishing
industry. Details on how to find a highpaying job with excellent benefits (transportation + room & board). For information: 800-276-0654 Ext. A51061 (We are
a research and publishing company).
Cruise & Land-Tour Employment Industry offers Travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
Caribbean), incomparable benefits, &
good pay. Find out how to start the application process now! Cruise Employment
services provide the answers. Call 800276-4948 Ext. C51061.
College Financial Aid - Student financial services profiles over 200,000+ individual scholarships - from private & government funding sources. A MUST FOR •
ANYONE SEEKING FREE MONEY
FOR COLLEGE! 1-800-263-6495.

Advertising in the
Beacon . . .
•The only paper that is freely available on the
250 acre William Paterson College campus.
•Your link to the 11,000 students faculty and
staff at WPC.
•Distribution in Haledon, North Haledon and
Wayne - over 65,000 people.

Start today!

4D-Q2 Htmrk St.
HtinkM.tu

t2(H> 659-0233

595-2571

CaiillacHat

TUESDAYS

BEAT THE CLOCK'

250

Domestic
Drafts

THEY GO UP A QUARTER EVERY HOUR
ON THE HOUR SOOO....

GET THERE EAR.LV
Plus . . . Join our Happy Hour everyday
from 5-8 PM • FREE FOOD •

computer on the table is turned off.
"We ordinarily work with a student at a
Students struggling write their papers table with a pencil and paper," Atnally
can find assistance at the William said. "This is where we think about writPaterson College Writing Center, which ing a paper with the student. You don't
has recently moved to the Atrium room need a computer for that."
128.
Ward said that she has benefited a great
Mary Atnally, who has spent eight years deal from this tutoring session, her first at
as coordinator of the Writing Center, in the Writing Center, but admitted that she
what she feels were the cramped condi- has a lot of work ahead of her before her
tions of its former home, the Coach paper is complete.
House, is ecstatic about the new location
"I need someone to help me get over
of the Writing Center.
this writer's block," said Ward, an ele"The space here is extraordinary, com- mentary school teacher in Paterson who is
pared to what we had in the Coach seeking a Master's Degree in Counseling.
House," Atnally said. "The tutors didn't
The Writing Center is an intellectual
care to work in that environment."
launching pad run by tutors who are expeAtnally and her staff of seven adjuncts rienced in various facets of writing,
and one student brought only five of the according to Atnally.
Writing Center's twenty computers over
"We're here to help students flesh out
from the Coach House. With less hard- their thoughts," Atnally said. "A student
ware to work with, Atnally said the tutors may work with us here a few times, somecan work more with students on the con- times over the course of a couple semestext of writing and less on how to use ters, and as we see the writing gradually
word processing programs.
improve, it gives us a sense of satisfaction
Nancy Travis, one of the writing cen- that we had something to do with it.
ter's tutors, helps WPC graduate student That's the real reward of working here."
Mattie Ward with a paper. Ward is writing
During peak times in the semester,
on the socio-economic effects of teenage Atnally said, as many as 150 students per
pregnancy from a big, round table located week seek academic assistance at the
a few feet from Atnally's desk. The only Writing Center, which is open 9 a.m. to 5

Dana Romatowski/The Beacon

Arlene Mandell, adjuct professor in the WPC Department of English, offers
assistance to NaSheeda Thompson, sophomore, in the WPC Writing Center.
The Writing Center recently upgraded its' facilities when it moved from the
Coach House to the recently opened Atrium. Students are encouraged to think
out their ideas before putting them into any written form. The Writing Center is
open from Monday to Thursday, closed Friday through Sunday.
p.m Monday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday,
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday, and 8:30 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Thursday. It is closed Friday
through Sunday.
Atnally said she is looking forward to a
time when the Writing Center's five com-

puters are connected to the Internet.
Writing workshops may also be a part of
the program's future, she added.
"Nothing is official, but they're working on it," she said.

BUSINESS ISSUES

tH.ST
By Bill Berthold
Five years ago the Lady
Pioneers basketball squad got
their first victory of the 1992-93
season in a 67-53 win over
Clarkson. It was the first win of
a bright and young head coach
named Erin Shaughnessy. Fast
forward to Feb. 8,1997 the Lady
Pioneers have just defeated
Rutgers-Newark 81-60. The win
gave that same bright coach, her
100th career victory. A half
decade removed from her first
win, Shaughnessy has reached a
milestone that no other William
Paterson College women's basketball coach can claim. While
99 wins followed that first one,
Shaughnessy believed she'd fall
flat on her face.
"I thought the first year I
would
flop,"
explained
Shaughnessy. But her first season was anything but a failure.
She guided the Lady Pioneers to
an 18-9 mark and the school's
first ever New Jersey Athletic
Conference title, and NCAA
tournament
appearance.
Shaughnessy recalls the 73-70
win verses Rowan in the NJAC
tournament final one she will
never forget.
"My first conference championship win I will never forget it,
" Shaughnessy said. "How we

won it was the greatest. Jill
Bachonski had 34 points in that
game, 15 points from the foul
line. The other coach got a technical foul with 12 seconds left to
go on the clock. It was incredible." Shaughnessy is quick to
point out that the 100 wins could
not be possible without her assistant coaches, Mary Dean and
Keith Woods. She is quick to
give thanks where it is due and is
not one of those types, but a
much more modest personality. '
"I couldn't have gotten the
100 wins without my assistants,"
said the Clifton native. "It's not
just a pat on the back for me, it's
a pat on the back for them,
because anything I do reflects on
them as far as I'm concerned."
In
1992, when
Patty
Delehanty resigned as head
coach of the Lady Pioneers,
WPC was faced with the task of
searching for a replacement.
The athletic administration
decided to hire a kid who was
familiar with WPC basketball,
having scored .1,025 career
points in her playing career and
had served for two years as an
assistant
under
Delehanty.
However they hired someone in
Shaughnessy with no previous
head coaching experience. It
was a gamble to say the least.
see BERTHOLD page 17

sponsored by DIVISION OF BUSINESS

Taxpayers May be Eligible to File by Phone
Due to technological advances, some taxpayers may be able to file their Federal
and State of New Jersey income tax returns by touch-tone phone. Information packets and worksheets for the new Telefile program have been mailed to eligible taxpayers offering major benefits, including state tax refunds mailed within two weeks
of filing.
The Telefile packets include simple worksheets for the taxpayers to prepare
before calling the toll-free Telefile numbers. Eligible taxpayers will not have to
mail any forms. It is estimated that a Telefile call will require less than 10 minutes
to complete. The Telefile computer program calculates the tax and the amount of
the taxpayer's refund or balance due, and starts the electronic filing process immediately. Taxpayers can even have refunds sent directly to their bank.
The automated Telefile System is very user-friendly and will prompt taxpayers
for the needed information. At the conclusion, the system will prompt taxpayers to
"sign" the return by entering their Customer Service Number (CSN), provided to
them in the TeleFile packet. Each taxpayer will receive a personal confirmation
number during the TeleFile call, which will verify that the return was successfully
filed.
Who can use TeleFile? Taxpayers who normally would file Form 1040EZ qualify to use TeleFile. Taxpayers must be single or married filing jointly, have no
dependents and have lived at the same address that they had last year. Income can
only be form wages, salaries, tips, taxable scholarships or fellowship grants and
unemployment compensation. Taxable interest income cannot exceed $400.00.
For the best results, do not use a cordless or cellular telephone, or one with
a keypad in the handset. When you have finished with the call and the IRS or the
New Jersey Division of Taxation, has accepted your information, write down the
confirmation number. Finally, attach W-2s and 1099s to your completed Tax
Record Worksheet and KEEP IT FOR YOUR RECORDS. If you have any questions about the TeleFile program, please contact the Division of Business.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Lady Pioneers extend record; Pioneers post best record since
senior forward Brennen joins 1986-87 -17-4 mark places WPC
second inthe Atlantic region
exclusive 1,000 point club

m

The Lady Pioneer basketball team enters pulling down a team high 7.5 rebounds per
the final leg of the 1996-97 season riding a game, and is averaging 3.19 assists per
six-game winning streak and sporting an game.
overall record of 18-3. Three regular seaSophomore guard Sharon Rocks
son games remain on the year, including a (Oakridge) poured in a game high 20
key home match up with the Profs of points in WPC's win over Jersey City. It
Rowan College on Wednesday, Feb. 19 at was Rocks' second highest performance of
6:00 p.m. WPC will be on the road on the year, with her previous high being a 21
Saturday, Feb. 15 against the College of points showing against Ramapo College.
New Jersey (7:30 p.m.) and will wrap-up Rocks is averaging 5.3 points per game,
the regular season on Saturday, Feb. 22 at and shooting 64.3 percent from the charity
Richard Stockton (2:00 p.m.)
stripe.
Senior forward Bridget Brennan
Sophomore guard Stephanie Arrigo
(Newton) joined the exclusive Lady (Flemington) chipped in 15 points and five
Pioneer 1,000 point club on Wednesday, assists in the Jersey City game. Arrigo is
Feb. 12, when dumped in a lay up in averaging 11.7 points per game and is
WPC's 80-35 win over Jersey City State. shooting 37.3 percent from three-point
She became the 11th player in Lady range (50-of-134).
Pioneer history to score over 1,000 points,
Freshman forward Wendy.Kane (West
joing the likes of Maureen Marz (1,156 Milford) is fourth on the team in scoring
points), Keira Haines (1,392 points) and with 192 points for an average of 9.1
Michelle Jones (2,048). Brennan finished points per game. She is second on the
the game with 19 points as the Lady squad in rebounding with 114 boards for
Pioneers won their sixth game in a row.
an average of 6.9 rebounds per game.
The New Jersey Athletic Conference
Brennan achived another career milestone in the Jersey City game, when she playoffs are scheduled to begin on
surpassed Keira Haines as WPC's all-time Thursday, Feb. 27, with the championship
blocked shot leader with 86 and counting. game set for Saturdsay, March 1. Sites,
Haines blocked 83 shots during her colle- seddings, and times have yet to be detergiate career, which spanned from 1991-95. mined.
The 5-10 Brennan continues to lead the
team in scoring with 304 points for an -Courtesy of the WPC Sports
average of 14.5 points per game. She is Information Office

i

I

has pulled down a team leading 114
rebounds for an average 5.4 rebounds per
game. Greene, a senior, is a superb
defensive player as witnessed by his
team leading 38 steals.
Power forward Dujuan Jones
(Lakewood) pulled down a season high
13 rebounds against Jersey City on Feb.
12. Jones, a hardened veteran, is averaging 4.4 rebounds and five points per
game.
Junior forward Justin Frederick
(Jersey City) is fifth on the team in scoring with 158 points for an average of 8.3
points per game. Frederick is shooting an
astounding 51.2 percent from the floor
and averaging 4.5 rebounds per game.
The latest NCAA Division III statistics
finds WPC ranked 11 in the nation in
scoring defense and fourth in the nation
in field goal percentage defense. If WPC
makes the NJAC playoffs, it will be the
Pioneers first league post-season showing since 1986-87 when the team posted
a 20-29 record. WPC's last appearance in
the NCAA Tournament occured during
the 1984-85 season, when the Pioneers
garnered a 22-7 record and a NJAC
Championship.

Second year Head Coach Jose
Rebimbas has William Paterson on the
road to posting its best performance in
ten years. Three games remain in the regular season as WPC travels to the
College of New Jersey on Saturday, Feb.
15 for a 7:30 p.m. contest. The Profs of
Rowan, who are currently ranked number one in the nation, invade the WPC
Rec Center on Wednesday, Feb. 19, for
an 8:00 p.m. game. On Saturday, Feb.
22, WPC concludes the regular season
on the road with a 4;00 p.m. contest
against Richard Stockton.
Senior forward Gerard Wilson
(Plainfield) is tops on the team in scoring
with 248 points for an average of 11.8
points per game. Wilson is the Pioneers
top shooter from the charity stripe, connecting-on 83 percent of his free throws.
A solid defensive player, Wison has tallied 24 blocks for an average of 1.14
blocks per game.
Senior guard Tim McDonald
(Magnolia) scored his 1,000 career point
in WPC's 79-54 win over Ramapo on
Feb. 5. McDonald is second on the team
in scoring with 202 points for an average
of 10.1 points per game. He is second on
the team in assists with 49 and steals -Courtesy of the WPC Sports
with 33.
Information Office
Forward Norman Greene (Jamesburg)
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Banner year for Shaughnessy
from BERTHOLD page 15

Do you really want to

but I enjoy doing this.
one of the forwards, if not both to step
WPC rolled the dice on Shaughnessy
With Seton Hall University flounder- it up and give them strong post defense know who puts together
and it came up a 12. They have three ing in the basement of the Big East and be a factor on the boards.
NCAA tournament appearances, with a Seven with a record of 8-14 and the With the acceptance fans of women the publication that is
fourth one on the way with this years George Blaney seemingly on rocky athletics, WPC honored their top female
read twice as much as
18-3 squad, including a trip to the Elite ground, the Pirates could soon be in the competitors in each sport during half
Eight in 1994-95, one NJAC champi- business of finding a new coach Maybe time of the women's basketball game
any textbook?
onship, and 101 wins in the Seton Hall alum, Jose Rebimbas should last Friday. It proved to be a thoughtful
Shaughnessy era.
throw his application into the ring. idea. Dean was presented an award for
"I play myself harsh and I am very After all the WPC coach was on the her 100 career assistant coaching victodemanding
of myself,"
said 1989 Pirate team that went to the ries during the ceremony. She is one of
Shaughnessy. "I want perfection and it NCAA Finals.
the top assistants in all of Division III
will be, uphill from here. "
Is it me, or does watching a basket- and a class act all the way.
While the first 100 is in the books, the ball game at the Recreation Center feels
Speaking of assistant coaches,
second 100 can't loom that far behind. like watching one in a warehouse? I Knight, son of Hall of Fame coach Bob
The only question is will it come at mean it has as much intimacy as Jerry Knight, is an assistant for the
WPC? Baseball coach Jeff Albies has and Neuman on "Seinfeld."
Connecticut Pride in the CBA. And to
stayed at WPC for his whole coaching
Who says that Division III basketball the best of my knowledge the younger
Career, while he no doubt must have had players can't make it big time. Take Knight has yet to throw a chair or
offers to move to a higher profile Knicks coach Jeff Van Gundy, one of smash a telephone like his controversial
school, he has opted to stay on the the brightest young coaches in the game father.
Division III level, it has worked for as, an example. Van Gundy was the Senior forward Bridget Brennan is
him. Albies, however, also is an athlet- starting point guard for two seasons at having her best start stat-wise of her Then join the Beacon
ic director at the school, a position Nazareth College, a Division III institu- career, and last Wednesday capped it
Shaughnessy will probably never be tion, where he posted 467 career points. off when she surpassed 1,000 points for
staff for Its Movie
offered. So what happens if some
Shaughnessy is only 590 wins behind her career and broke Keira Haines
Night, Thursday, Feb.
Division I school wants the coach that all-time win leader in women's college career block shots record. But I'm willhas been.WPC basketball for the last ball Texas coach Jody Conrad, who has ing to bet that Brennan would trade all
27, 1997, at 7 p.m. in
five years.
692:
of that in for a trip to the final four this
SC310.
"I don't know," said Shaughnessy,
Who would've thought that the two season.
who is working on her masters degree players who will wind up having the
Spring Training officially begins for
at WPC. "I don't have a long term goal. greatest impact on how far the Pioneers the Yankees and Mets Tuesday, which
This year I'm worried about making the go into post-season would be role play- reminds me of how fortunate the metconference playoffs and making the ers, senior DuJuan Jones and junior ropolitan area was in 1996. They had Refreshments will be served;
NCAA tournament, I'm not even look- Shakil Miller?
But with Paul two baseball champions within a 20
. all are welcome
ing on what's going to happen next Eisenhardt gone for the season with a mile radius of each other, first WPC and
year. I don't know what I want to do, damaged disk in his back, WPC needs then the Yankees.
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Looking to start a career in Banking? Why not start off the year right with
Valley National Bank, one of the leading Commercial Banks in the Northern
NJ area. Currently, we are looking to fill several entry level & part time positions. If you are motivated individual who takes your future seriously, then
we'd like to meet you!

*TELLER POSITIONS (VARIOUS LOCATIONS)*
*CLERICAL OPPORTUNITIES (WAYNE)*
^CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES (WAYNE)*
Qualified candidates should have excellent customer service, organizational,
& clerical skills to be considered. Some positions call for good figure aptitude
and some pc skills.
Along with a pleasant working environment & plenty of opportunity for
growth, we offer full time employees a full benefits package which includes
tuition reimbursement, 401(k) savings, paid vacations & paid holidays. Part
time employment includes paid holidays and paid vacations, & 401 (k). All
interested candidates can call or visit our Human Resource Dept. located at
1455 Valley Road in Wayne.

VALLEY NATIONAL BANK
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Phone # (201) 305-4033 or 1-800-522-4100 Ext. 4244
Fax # (201) 633-0098
E.O.E M/F/D/V

Part Time Positions
Now Available
Warehouse -Customer Service
•ShowraamlHetaU
Unique Photo", one of the world's largest distributors of wholesale photographic supplies is
looking for energetic, professional minded people
for part time positions. Unique Photo offers regular schedules (same schedule every week), better
pay, and a great working environment in our new
location in Florham Park, -New Jersey.
Warehouse
Customer
Service
Showroom/
Retail Center

-No experience is necessary.
Afternoon and early evening
hours.
•Afternoon help with excellent
phone skills along with paying
close attention to detail.
•Some retail, photo knowledge
a plus.
All shifts available.

Either fax resume to Attention Human
Resources Director (201) 660-1900
or apply in person at:
11 Vreeland Road
Florham Park, New Jersey 07932
No phone calls please.
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MAIL

E-MAIL
beaconl@frontier.
wilpaterson.edu

FAX
attn: Letters
201.595.2093

Letters to the editor
should be no more
than 150 words.
Columns or "op-ed"
articles should be
between 300 and
500 words.
EDITDRIAL
B OAR
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Yoni D . Grecnbaum • Editor-in-Chief
Matthew Halperrt • Ntws Editor
Tim Bomemann * Insidei' Editor
Sylvana Meneses • Photo Editor
John F. Gillick • Editor at Urge
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A Protest Simply for the Sake of Protesting

O

The physical effects of AIDS can be
devastating. Equally debilitating can be
the legal ramifications of the disease.
The illness can impact on every vital
aspect of a person's life. The law can general assistance, which is welfare for
single adults not receiving any other
provide some relief.
A person diagnosed HIV positive or benefits, and food stamps, help to mainwith AIDS might immediately or even- tain the necessities of life.
Another necessity of life which AIDS
tually face the loss of income due to the
_
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ threatens is shelter.
inability to work. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
An HIV positive or
Private or company
AIDS person who
sponsored disability
finds his or her
programs will go
income reduced due
only so far. At that
to
disability is conpoint, a person may
sequently going to
need to' turn to the
find it difficult to
federal social securipay rent or a mortty system which can
gage. Most of the
provide monthly dishousing
available
ability benefits if a
for
low
and
moderperson has worked
ate income persons
and has paid into the
provided by
local
system. If not, then .«->.,
•
,
.
«< is ^.~,.*~
j .~~~.

"The Law Does
Offer Strong
Protection
Against

the joint federal and ljiSCriflllH£ltiOri.
state supplemental
security
income
(S.S.I.) benefits program might fill the
gap. The program, however, is unlike
social security benefits, S.S.I, is a welfare program with a cap of about $500
per month plus Medicaid coverage.
S.S.I is part of the social safety net
which
is being shredded
by
Washington. Other programs such as
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government through

housing authorities.
•
But the wait for
public apartments can be years.
Housing Authorities also administer
rental assistance programs whereby the
federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development will pay a portion
of the rent every month. But money for
these programs is tight and again there
are long waiting lists. However, the
rental assistance programs do allow low
income disabled persons to maintain
decent shelter.
The last resort for housing is a state
program called emergency assistance.
It's purpose is to prevent homelessness.
A disabled person faced with eviction
can be placed temporarily in a hotel or
motel by a local welfare agency. The
hotels are motels are not the best, but
they are preferable to the alternative of
homelessness.
An insidious threat to the livelihood
and shelter of a HIV or AIDS disabled
person is discrimination. Once a person's medical condition is known or
suspected, discrimination can arise in
employment and housing practices. A
boss or co-worker might begin to treat

i
an employee differently, possibly ostracizing him or her or changing work
assignments. In housing, a landlord
may refuse to rent to or try to evict a
person suspected of having AIDS.
The law does offer strong protection
against discrimination. New Jersey has
its own anti-discrimination law which
strictly prohibits discrimination in
employment and housing the basis of
disabilities. New Jersey law establishes
an enforcement mechanism whereby an
aggrieved person can either hire his/her
own attorney or seek relief through the
New Jersey Division of Civil Rights.
No one should have to live with the fear
of losing his/her job or home because of
discrimination.
A troubling aspect for anyone with a
serious disease is how to preserve
his/her autonomy if the illness becomes
totally debilitating. One way is to give
another legal authority to make financial decisions. A general power of attorney will accomplish that. Another way
is to make an advanced medical directive or living will which is now recognized as valid under New Jersey law.
An advanced directive will state a person's wishes for the type and degree of
medical intervention in case the person
is unable to make those wishes known.
The directive can cover among other
things, whether a person wants to be
kept alive by a respirator or feeding
tube. Coupled with an advanced directive, a medical power of attorney can
designate a person to make treatment
decisions for another. Powers of attorney and advanced directive s are' legal
devices t preserve a person's autonomy
threatened by a serious illness.
Knowledge of the law will help a person diagnosed HIV positive or with
AIDS to control his/her life. Further
information about the law and AIDS
can be obtained form the Hyacinth
AIDS Foundation, 908-246-0204.
- Mr. Bremen is the SGA Attorney

ne of the greatest problems another opportunity for Mr. Malino and Mr. Brooks to express
in America is that cultures their displeasure for Mr. Shartpon.
are as divided as they are
Problem #2 - For individuals to feel so strongly about Mr.
different. This is also a problem Sharpton being anti-Semitic, then why come inside for ten
that is reflected at WPC. On minutes to hear him speak? In contrast, if you are unsure of
Tuesday, Feb. 4, the Reverend Al him being anti-Semitic, then why protest? These are questions
Sharpton was the keynote speaker that deserve an answer.
to kick off opening ceremonies for
Mr. Malino and Mr. Brooks make the distinction that they
African Heritage Month. The prob- were there "just students and not in their titled positions." The
lem began when SGA President, Alex Malino, CJR Chair standing-room-only crowd in the Ballroom could not possibly
Thorn Brooks, and Miriam Janoff, a member of the Jewish have made the same distinction. Mr. Malino and Mr. Brooks
Student Association, took it upon themselves to protest need a course in Leadership 101. The question becomes "what
Reverend Sharpton. According to the first amendment of the is the responsibility and role of a student leader?" As a result
constitution, an individual is guaranteed their right to free of their disregard to the Black community, they leave a lot of
speech. However, there are a few fundamental problems with unanswered questions. This is not the first time that Alex
the elements of their protest.
Malino's impulsive and thoughtless acts have thrown the SGA
Problem #1 - Mr. Malino, Ms. Janoff and Mr. Brooks had into chaos over his own agenda. For example, as recent as
at least five opportunities to express their views of Sharpton November, the SGA endorsed Bill Martini (who is clearly an
coming in the Beacon. They were aware that he was coming active political figure). His own vice president, McCormack
since the middle of December. They could have voiced their adamantly opposed this act by the SGA. The SGA, as a nonopinions on Newsline (Campus television) and campus radio profit incorporation, is not allowed to sponsor or contribute to
as well. To me those are wasted opportunities on their part. It a partisan event. Last year Alex adamantly opposed The
should be noted that after Sharpton delivered his speech, he Informer - a campus newsletter for Black and Latino students.
proceeded to the third floor to an OPEN reception, for the pub- Once he learned what the newsletter's goals were, he apololic. Among those present were SGA Vice President, John gized to the Minority Affairs Committee of the Board of
McCorraack, SGA Executive Vice President Jennel Cooper Trustees. He expressed that he acted impulsively and like a
and WPC President Arnold Speert — who is Jewish. Yet "typical white male." I know this because I was present.

What is scary in this latest incident is that Mr. Malino and
Mr. Brooks boastfully said that they would protest the same
and do it again. This is a serious problem, WPC. These are our
"student leaders?" That is extremely arrogant and quite selfish
on their part. How could you not even consider your fellow
students by not even giving them the respect to have dialogue
about a speaker you oppose? What is even scarier is that Mr.
Malino and Mr. Brooks are heading for Law School and Grad
school, respectively, this upcoming fall. If they do not realize
now that their actions were insensitive to the students at WPC,
then they will use this argument for anything they do in society. Would you want your lawyer — or worse yet your judge
— to act so irresponsibly and impulsively?
I do not buy into Mr. Malino's claim that he was just an
individual that day; he has to be held to a higher standard
because of his title as SGA President, a fact that seems lost on
him. A lingering question is should Mr. Malino resign? No,
that would be the easy way out. However, he should apologize
to the Community for not considering the feelings of those
who elected him to official. After all, the President is responsible to those who elect him. Mr. Sharpton asked, "Can we all
work together?"
Only if we are "HONEST' with one another. Mr. Malino
and Mr. Brooks were not honest with themselves and they
were not honest with Black community about their feelings
about Rev. Sharpton's visit — they had two months to say
something. '

Mailbag
planning committee and a $50,000
incentive grant to work with. Big deal.
William Paterson Avill still remain a suitcase college.
To the Editor;
It will remain so until some policies
Recently, I attended a program held in change within Residence Life. After all,
pftrt by the Black Students Association,
students will still want to enjoy themOffice of Minority Education and also
selves and feel free on the weekends.if it
tin part by theJSOAto. 000% _
doesn't hapffft during weekdays.
May of civil -rlgttC'".:",
One particular policy that needs
leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and I
changing is the structure or system of
was distressed by the attendance.
Resident Students visiting other
Resident Students in other buildings.
I am making a statement because the
Example, a student from the Towers can
program was held at a time when stuvisit in the Apartments by simply having
dents are not in class (common hour
his/her ID card go through the system to
12:30-2:00). The semester had just
show residency.
resumed, (no pressure of homework and
term papers). African heritage students
However, the same student must sign
who should have been there were,
in to the Hillside dorms which are much
instead, too busy in the hallway talking
closer and visited more frequently (and
to the same friends they see every day
vice versa). Does this make any sense?
and shooting pool in the arcade, which
I believe students who are residents
will be around for years to come.
should be able to visit other residents in
dorms/apartments freely. Or students
February is African Heritage month.
who are residents should be able to visit
Let's do better than we have done in
other students without having to leave at
previous months. Let's come out and be
2:00 a.m. Which brings us to the
a part of our heritage. We complain that
overnight policies.
there are not enough programs, there is
not enough done. Well something is
How is it that a student can visit in the
being done. Let's sacrifice the month of
apartments (after signing in which
February to engage in some events that
occurs from 8 p.m. till 2 a.m.) but he/she
will enhance the awareness of our culmust leave after 2:00 a.m. when the
tural roots.
apartments residents are allowed
overnight guests every night? Can you
The events for the month of February
say contradiction?
were printed in last week's issue of the
If the student has singed in, he/she
Beacon, so check it out. See which ones
should be able to stay overnight espeyou can attend, and attend them.
cially if that student signing is a resident
I do wish to thank you for your coopof the dorms (Hillside/Towers).
eration. I know how it is; sometimes we
These are examples of how students
just need that extra push. I hope I
feel bottled up without much freedom to
' pushed you hard enough.
Sophia Brooks move or go anywhere. So they go home.
Therefore, I do not foresee a great
change due to the weekend grant unless
Residence Life. Change up the policies I
have mentioned. Plus, I have talked to
staff members, filled out questionnaires
over and over again. However, it seems
To the Editor:
my responses go unheard.
Now we have a weekend activities

Being a Part of African
Herit|ge Month

,

Is WPC StillA
Suitcase College?

Even if those policies are changed
only on the weekends, as opposed to
every day, there will be a change in the
residential community.
Until then, keep traffic cops eager to
write tickets on a leash because cars will
be lined up around the Towers/Hillside
dormff every Friday and Saturday and
Sunday with students loading and •
unloading...those suitcases.
Hubert Chase

saw an object hanging from a tree. I
went to the tree and I realized it was a
"black monkey." Immediately, I called
Campus Police. When they arrived, it
was obvious to me they didn't understand my perspective of the incident.
One officer replied: "It was a harmless
joke." He also stated thaf "If there was
some writing under it, things would be
different." I asked him not to take it
down until someone took a picture of it,
but he took it down anyway. He put the
"black monkey" into the trunk of the car
and they left.
I later had a chance to speak with the
officer at the police headquarters. We
both had a better opportunity to clear the
To the Editor:
air on a few things about this situation. I
Do you know there is a budget profound from our conversation that he
posal for the 1997-98 fiscal year that
wasn't aware of many unlawful acts that
could raise your tuition bill a couple
hundred dollars next semester? Governor happen on campus. This may have been
why he couldn't see the severity of the
Whitman has held funding for four-year
situation. I thank Officer Shaw and the
state colleges at the same level for the
sergeant for their efforts in bringing light
second year in a row. She also fails to
to the situation.
cover college professor salary increases
under this proposed budget. William
I just feel because of the many things
Paterson College weathered the first
that happen on campus, a little more
round of stagnate funding by modestly
sensitivity should be shown to things
raising tuition five percent. Can we
that disturb the people of this communiafford to be neglected again this year?
ty. We all don't have the same sense of
Think about the extra hours spent workhumor, and it's time things stop being
ing the part-time job next semester to
treated as such. I don't feel this was a
pay for the famous tax cuts given to
joke. I feel there was a motive behind
working people of the state but not to
the "monkey in the tree." It meant somecollege students.
thing to someone, because it was placed
there. Let's try to stop the little things,
There is something you can do. Write
before something big happens, and we
to your local and state government offidon't have the resources to stop it.
cials and voice your opinion before the
Words
of wisdom: "I help, to keep from
proposed budget becomes reality.
feeling
helpless."
Joseph Kozierowski
Mark Hawkins

A Tuition Hike is
Coming to WPC

A Problem of Bias is
Apparent on Campus
To^he Editor:
My name is Mark Hawkins, and I'm a
senior at William Paterson College. As I
walked past the Towers around 5:00,1

Address Letters to the Editor to:
Dan McDonough, Jr. - Editorial
Page Editor of the Beacon,
Student Center Room 310.
Fax: 595-2093.
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Basketball teams9
efforts should be
applauded

New Board of
Trustees member
recently sworn in
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Actions were
more than just a
protest

Greek pledging
has begun again
atWPC
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Fraternity and sorority rush
continues tradition at WPC
By Christine Damasceno
It's been around since the 18th
century, and it remains active in
colleges all over the .United
States. Greek life attracts thousands of students every year into
a system that generally serves as
istbcial or service clubs.
• - We see it at William Paterson
College every year, the rushing
and the pledging for the recruitment of new members into different sororities and fraternities.
Most students, though, do not
understand the rush process and
what is involved when pledging
. a fraternity or-sorority.
With 26 Greek chapters at
WPC, students have the chance
to choose which organization
best suits them during rush,
, which provides students with an
opportunity to familiarize themselves with each organization.
Robert Attiamese, assistant
pledge educator for Tau Kappa
Epsilon, a senior from Long
' Beach -Island, explained that during the pledge process, those
interested in pledging a fraternity or sorority are encouraged to
see whieh group best suits their
needs and interests.
"We go out and talk to people,
telling them what our fraternity
is about," said Attiamese. "We
also encourage them to go out
and talk to other fraternities to
see which best fits them."
Other organizations use different methods in order to recruit
members.
According to
Michelle Lanfrank, a communi-

cations major from Rockaway
and president of Beta Zeta Phi, a
week long formal rush is held in
the spring. After attending six
different sorority parties on thefirst night, girls rushing eliminate two sororities. On the second night and the third night, one
more sorority is eliminated each
night, leaving the last night,
known as preference night, with
two sororities to choose from,
Lanfrank explained.
"There is no alcohol at the parties; it's more or less girls getting
Dana Romatowski/The Beacon
together and having fun by looking at pictures and talking about • Sisters and rushees of Alpha Sigma Tau (AST) during/ush
week at WPC. Rushees attend meetings for all six organizathe sorority," Lanfrank said.
Sororities such as Alpha tions of the sorority committee at WPC, deciding on a sorority
Kappa Alpha, run by the ' from which they hope to get a pledge bid.
National Pan-Hellenic Council hours, so we ask the same of the added.
There are those who believe
for Black fraternities and sorori- pledges," said Seeger. "We don't
ties, rush at a different time, but make them do anything we don't the Greek life is just a way to
buy friends.
According to
their goals are basically the do."
For Tau Kappa Epsilon, the Hardy, Greek life offers so much
same, according to Twyla Hardy,
president of Alpha Kappa Alpha, pledging process consists of more than a friend.
receiving a certain amount of
from East Orange.
"It's a sisterhood; it's an addi"We hold informative sessions knowledge about the fraternity tional family member," she said.
Rush is a way to inform stufor those interested in the type of every week, and being tested on
dents of the different sororities
service we sponsor," said Hardy, it, Attiamese explained.
"We pair up people who have and fraternities that exist on the
nursing major.
The pledging process differs done a lot for the fraternity and WPC campus. With the number
within each organization. Senior can handle the responsibility of of greek organizations that are at
communications major Kelle being a big brother to help the WPC, some students may feel
Seeger, president of the co-ed pledges learn their knowledge." pressured into joining a fraterniIn a process that lasts approxi- ty or sorority.
fraternity Alpha Phi Omega,
explained that in a seven week mately five to eight weeks,
According to Attiamese,
process, each pledge must per- sorority pledging also involves Greek life is best for those who
form twenty hours of service learning about the history of the want to get something out of the
such as Adopt-a-Spot and blood sorority and the sisters, Lanfrank experience. "We want people
drives. Brothers also interview said.
who want to be a part of the
"It's a time to get th know Greek system; we don't pressure
each pledge and they take
quizzes on the chapter's history. everybody, so once they get in, anyone."
"Brothers do twenty service they feel comfortable," she
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Tax returns can be
made easier with a
little help from...
Tax season slowly approaches, and for
people who want professionally prepared tax returns at a fraction of the
cost, many alternatives are available.
By Matthew Halpern

Sylvana Meneses/the Beacon

Numerous tax forms may used when preparing a tax return. College students
typically use a 1040E2 or a 1040Aform. Most tax forms can be filed either over
the telephone, using the IRS TeleFile system, or using computer software and
on-line services. Check with the IRS to see if you qualify to use any of these tax
return filing systems.

forms.
useful because most of them prompt the
In preparing a paper return, the IRS tax payer, asking questions an accountant
The day that accountants long for and gives the following suggestions:
may ask," said Regan. "These programs
middle-class America loathes approaches --get all of your records, together for should be used in conjunction with
faster than anybody would like to think. income and expenses;
instructions provided, as well as any useAffectionately referred to as "Tax Day," -get all forms, schedules, and publica- ful publication."
Apr. 15 rapidly nears and most tions that you need;
The newest way to file taxes is over the
Americans, including college students, -fill in your return;
telephone. Last year, the IRS introduced
are unaware of the intricacies that ara -check your return to make sure it is cor- "TeleFile," which gives taxpayers the
involved in preparing a tax return.
rect.
ability to file their taxes over the teleLinda Regan, William Paterson College -sign and date your return;
phone is ten minutes or less. TeleFile can
Department of Accounting and Law, says -attach all required forms and schedules. only be used by taxpayers who file as a
that with the published information proAny questions that arise during the single or married jointly, have no depenvided by the Internal Revenue Service preparation of a tax return can be dents and have lived at the same address
(IRS), preparing a tax return can be a lot answered by making a toll-free phone for the past year.
more simplified. The information provid- ' call, 1 (800) 829-1040. The IRS also has
According to Colleen Hancock, IRS
ed by the IRS gives information about all available tax help on videotape, that may spokesperson, there are many benefits to
aspects of filing a tax return.
be available at the local library. At WPC, file taxes using TeleFile, though the
"Tax manuals provide guidance on a the department of Accounting "and Law amount of people doing just that is lower
variety of tax issues that would be helpful offers VITA, Volunteer Income Tax than last year.
when preparing a tax return," said Regan.
"There are many different publications,
on particular issues giving information on
a specific topic."
Every year, the IRS publishes manuals
that contain information to try and help
make filing-a return a little easier.
Questions from "Do I have to file?" to
defining who is a dependent can all be
answered from these manuals. This information can be quite helpful in speeding
the filing process, especially for college
students.
"These guides and booklets are very
informative to college students," Regan
said. "The guides are helpful because
they give college students the chance to
make determinations about issues they
Sylvana Meneses/The Beacon
can read the rules about filing."
According to the 1996 Tax Guide for Soon, people will be filing their tax returns with the IRS. A spokesperson from
Individuals, published by the IRS, all the IRS warns that with the introduction of alternative ways to file taxes, send. individuals who meet any of the following ing a tax return through the mail should be a last resort. The TeleFile system
can compute your tax return in ten minutes or jess and there is no paperwork
requirements must file a federal income
that can get lost in the mail. Electronic services reduce the chance of a lost tax
tax return: individuals, in general; depen- return in the mail, and confirmation numbers ensure that proof of filing is on
dents; children under age 14; self- record.
employed persons; and aliens. The IRS
"A lot of people are not using the
suggests that even if a person does not fit Assistance, free of charge to students who
TeleFile
system and we don't know why,"
want
assistance
with
the
preparation
of
into one of the aforementioned categories,
said
Hancock.
"The good thing about this
their
tax
return.
it may be to their benefit to file a tax
is
that
you
can
put in your return in ten
With
the
breakthroughs
in
technology,
return anyway. Those who do not owe tax
minutes,
get
immediate
confirmation,
tax
returns
no
longer
need
to
be
prepared
must file a return anyway.
on paper. Electronic filing, on-line filing, make changes very easily and have a posFor federal taxes, three forms are used and computerized returns make the sible refund in three weeks."
- 1040EZ, 1040A, and 1040 ~ and many
amount of time spent of figuring out
By using TeleFile, Hancock said, a
students will use the form 1040EZ, said
amounts for a tax return significantly less. refund can be directly deposited into a
Regan. Each form has specific requireInformation about computerized returns checking or savings account. This system
ments for use. The form 1040EZ and
and on-line filing are easily accessible also cuts down on the possibility of a tax
form 1040A are used by persons who earn
from the internet.
return getting lost in themail, which can
less than $50,000 in taxable income, as
"Computer software programs are very make it difficult to prove that it was sent
well as other specifications for each of the

out before the filing deadline. Lastly,
TeleFile does all the mathematical computation, so your deduction can easily be
figured out, she added.
"Since TeleFile is available 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, it can be done at
any time," said Hancock. "This also cuts
the costly and timely process of filing
taxes through the mail."
Only in its second year, TeleFile was
opened to married couples, filing jointly,
as well as single individuals, said
Hancock. For those who are not going to
use the TeleFile package, they must get
the appropriate forms on their own, she
added.
After filing a tax return, the IRS suggests holding onto all records until a
refund has been cleared. Depending on
any omissions from a tax return, the IRS
may be able to check those files at any
time. If there is an error of a tax return, it
can delay a refund from being sent.
Amended returns can be sent to the IRS
or, for those who use the.TeleFile system,
changes can be made right over the phone.
Many students- don't understand what
exactly goes into preparing a tax return.
For some people, the fear may come from
knowing that the IRS tracks people who
make mistakes on their return.
"People are scared to do their taxes
because- if they make a mistake, the IRS
might catch up with them," said Hasann
Harrison, a freshman from Jersey City.
Other students don't take the time to
understand the logistics of a tax return
because they don't prepare a tax return,
whether it be because they have no
income or another person prepares the
return for them.
"I don't have a need to file for taxes
because I don't work," said Donnis
McCalmon, a freshman from East
Orange. "If I did work, I would get someone else to do it, so I didn't mess up."
At anytime, questions can be answered
by the IRS. Hancock warns that advice
should only be taken from professionals
in the field, as tax laws can change from
year to year.
"Taking advice from someone who may
know, but isn't in the tax preparation business is bad business," said Hancock.
"The simple fact is that the laws change
yearly and the taxpayer may get hurt."
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Smoking policy attempts to keep WPC air clean
By Michele Mielko

The policy was not put into
effect to punish people, but just
to let' those students and staff
who do not smoke enjoy clean
air.
"The success of this policy is
predicated upon the respect of
individuals for others," he said.

cy, supercedes the right of the
smoker to smoke. It also states
that in Subchapter 11 of the
Uniform Construction code, it is
required that air from designated
smoking areas may not be recirculated into the building.
WPC does not meet those

people have to walk through a
"haze of smoke" just to get to
Last year, William Paterson .their classes.
"The smoking policy preCollege, changed its smoking
policy to comply with state cludes smoking an common
statute P.L. 1985 Chapter 184. areas of the campus," said
The policy stated that smoking Fanning. "Cigarette butt, caniswould be banned in all buildings ters were placed outside entryon campus except for certain
areas in the residence halls. Now
with the colder weather upon us,
the policy is becoming more difThe smoking policy preficult for the WPC students and
staff to follow.
cludes smoking an common
Students and staff have been
smoking in the entries and foyers
areas of the campus.
of campus buildings, despite of
what the statute states, said Tim
Cigarette butt canisters were
Fanning, WPC Associate Vice
President of Administration and
placed outside entry-ways
Finance.
In an attempt to prevent this
and foyers, in the hopes that
behavior, the WPC maintenance
staff was instructed to move the
people will smoke outside.
cigarette canisters outside. The
smokers could then dispose of
their cigarette butts before enter—Tim Fanning
ing the buildings. With winter's
approach, students and staff have
Sylvana Meneses/The Beacon
been moving the canisters back
into the foyers, so they can comways and foyers, in the hopes "The policy was not instituted required standards to accommofortably smoke inside.
Fanning stated that the canis- that people will smoke outside." for punitive measures."
date designated smoking areas,
Fanning feels that the success
ters were placed outside for a
The policy states a right of the so smoking is banned in all
reason. When people hang of this policy depends on the non-smoker to breathe clean air. buildings on campus. Certain
around the foyer and smoke, respect of people for each other. That right, according to the poli- rooms and/or floors in a particu-

lar resident hall may be designated as smoking-permitted.
A small task force from the
office of the Provost looked into
this situation last year. "This
policy was brought forth as
being in the best interest on the
college community," Fanning
added.
Roland Watts, Acting Dean,
WPC Student
Development,
does not seem to think that there
is a problem enforcing the new
smoking policy. "As I have travelled throughout the campus," he
states, "I have seen students and
employees honoring the policy
by smoking outside."
To date, few complaints about
the policy have been filed formally with the Dean's office or
with the office of Administration
and Finance.
Any member of the WPC
community who has a conflict
with another person, regarding
this policy, is encouraged to
work out the situation among
themselves. Students should
report any problems to the office
of the Dean of Student
Development; faculty should
report problems to their supervisors.

The CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY CLUB
invites you and the entire WPC campus community to participate in the annual

SHELTER THE HOMELESS PROGRAM
to benefit PROJECT YOUTH HAVEN and EVA'S SHELTERING PROGRAMS of Paterson
- agencies dedicated to serving the homeless of our community.

Check out these important dates and get involved!
*ASH WEDNESDAY - February 12, 1997: Shelter the Homeless Program begins.
Be sure to pick up your collection cans at any CCMC event.
*FRIDAYS during Lent - 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. - February 14, 28 and March 21, 28 Visits to Eva's Shelter to serve the homeless.
""THURSDAY - February 27. 1997 - Common Hour (12:30 - 2) - CCMC & Sociology Club
Annual Shelter the Homeless WALK-A-THON (call 595-6184 for more info.)
*SUNDAY - April 6. 1997 - 7:30 p.m. - CCM Center
Guest Speaker, SUZIE ORGANISTA, director of Project Youth Haven.
*FRIDAY - April 13. 1997 - ALL COLLECTION CANS ARE DUE BACK
Cans can be returned to the CCM Center or the SGA office (3rd floor in Student Center).
*SUNDAY - April 27. 1997 - CCM Center - 7:30 p.m. - APPRECIATION NIGHT MASS
closing of the SHELTER THE HOMELESS Program.
All donations collected will be presented.
Guest Speaker - VINCENT PUMA, director of Eva's Sheltering Programs.
HOMELESSNESS IS_miBJPROBLEM - JOIN US AND BE A PART OF THE SOLUTION.
AH are invited are encouraged to participate in our efforts to help those who need us.
For more information on how you can make a difference, call 595-6184 or
E-mail us at scurti@frontier.wilDaterson.edu
Ad funded by THE WPC STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
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A Raisin in the Sun keeps
black productions alive
By Stacie Caputo

Thais Bouchereau, director, the tradition alive, having one
feels this type of production is black production on campus
Continuing a tradition of black very important, especially in every
semester,"
said
productions at William Paterson conjunction
with
African Bouchereau. "I hope that they
College, Alpha Psi Omega, Heritage Month. By having at keep reaching out to that part of
Pioneer Players, S.A.B.L.E. and least one black production every the community."
S.A.P.B. are proud to present a semester, she feels as though the
Four years ago, Bouchereau an
theatrical presentation of A actors are reaching out to the Willie Frank put on a production
Raisin in the Sun, by Lorraine community.
at a time when there was really
Hansbury.
"I think it is important to keep no black productions at WPC.
For
Bouchereau,
African
Heritage Month was a perfect
time to keep the tradition alive.
"At that time, there were two
Sylvana Meneses/The Beacon
of us on campus, and Willie
Frank put on a production and I Cast members rehearse a scene for the production of Lorraine
wanted to carry on the tradition," Hansbury's A Raisin in the Sun. The play is being done in conjunction with African Heritage Month. Actors and actresses
Bouchereau said. "I wanted to have rehearsed for only four weeks in preparation for their
say 'Hey, there has to be at least opening night this Wednesday.
one black production a year,' and
"I directed before and that was part ownership in a HquoT store.
I thought for Black History
Month, that would be a great tra- different because I had to start Ruth (Myra McDonald), his
from square one and teach them wife, and Beneatha (Sheila
dition to start."
According to Bouchereau, the very basics about acting," Etinne) feel that' the money is
actors, set and lighting crews BoUchereau said. "This cast has entitled only to Lean" and that she
only had about four weeks of had a lot of previous experience, should do what she wishes with
rehearsal time to make all the so it's been a little bit different, it. In the end, Lena does what
Sylvana Meneses/The Beacon
preparations and adjustments for though we do have some people she wants, in the hopes that it is
A typical morning for the Younger family members in their ghet- the production. While this was a in their debut performance."
the best for her family.
to apartment in 1950's Chicago. Hansbury's play is set during
According to Simmons, the
Hubert
Chase
makes
his
acting
challenge, working with some
a time when black people in America did not have the same
play
has a powerful meaning.
debut
as
Bobo
in
the
play.
experienced actors has made this
rights as white people, though their dreams about success
Most
students have had experiActing
is
not
an
activity
that
experience a little different, she
were universal.
ence
with
the work of Hansbury,
Chase
usually
participates
in,
but
added.
the essence of this Hansbury so Simmons encourages them to
see this production.
play drew him to stage center.
"The play has a very strong
"I'm not acting as it is so much
said
Simmons.
something I wanted to do; I'm message,"
acting because of the play itself," "Everyone knows Lorraine
said Chase. "It was so 'me' that Hansbury, so everyone on camI never forget it since high pus should come out and see it."
Bouchereau is proud of the
school, so when I got the chance
to be in it, I decided to give it a work the entire crew has put into
this production. She cannot take
chance."
1
The play is set in the 1950's in all the credit for this perforthe small apartment of a poor, mance, since it takes many peoblack family in the ghetto. The ple to make sure everything goes
family, despite their low class, well.
"If it works well, you can't say
has many dreams. Lena Younger
(played by Alicia Simmons) this is the person that made it all
becomes head of the family after happen," she said. "I think
her husband passes away. She is everybody made it happen: the
expecting a check for ten thou- actors, actresses, the director, the
stage manager, the crew, everysand dollars in life insurance.
The tensions within the family one."
grow as Walter (Michael Daily)
feels he is entitled to the money --Dana Romatowski contributed
because he is the eldest male and to this story
wants to put the money toward a

3RD ANNUAL

Teams: Must be COED (Same College)
3 People Per Team
Valid college ID required
Date: 2/28/97
Registration: 8:30pm
$21.00 for WPC $30.00 for NON-WPC
Contact: Michael Maliiya (201) 433-1399
Christine Benebe (201) 963-0182
Steph Ramos (201) 502-2013
UAA Office: (201) 595-2497
Applications & cash due 2/17/97 at SC 308

Writing for the Beacon is
one of the easiest ways to
add quality to your resume!

STOP BY AND
CHECK US OUT!!

SC310
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The Beacon would like to thank
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the William Paterson College
community for their continued
support/Together we will work
to ensure that further attempts
by the SGA to squash freedom
of speech at WPC will not be

allowed.

DDWNSET:

S PEAKING A TRUE

By Ed Erlenmeyer

record, and the story goes from there.
Rey's lyrics seem pretty hard-hitting;
After one listen to Downset's sec- what's the general message you're
ond Mercury release, Do We Speak a trying to promote or are you out just
Dead Language?, one might think that to rock and roll?
these guys are pissed off at the world. Just sociology in general, coming to
Well sure, they've got fire, but who grips with what's going on around
doesn't get pissed off once in a while? you, and how to deal with it, most of
As it turns out Downset, consisting of which come from personal experiRey on vocals, Ares on guitar, James ences on his behalf. He takes it into,
on the bass, and Chris on drums, are focus and tries to make the best of it
some pretty nice guys who put all and write songs about it, and so on
they've got into their songs and espe- and so forth. He tackles political
cially their live performance. The issues, social issues.
Insider caught up with the band in Does he write all the lyrics and you
Philadelphia at a recent show that (the band) do all the music?
ended up a stage diving, slam danc- Yeah
ing, sweat-fest. To tell the truth, I What were you doing before Social
don't know who had more fun, the Justice?
band or the fans.
I was too young to do anything, I got
in that band when I was 14,13
Insider: First off, how did the band Why did you guys choose to sign
with a major label when so many
come together?
Chris: Originally, we were another kids from your scene" seem to be
band that started around '88, a band against that sort of thing?
called Social Justice which was a I want to say that it happened by accistraight hardcore band coming from dent, it wasn't by accident, but it was
South of Los Angeles. The only origi- along those lines. We were just doing
nal member from the original format our shows and stuff, doing little hardwas Rey. In 1990 he picked up James core gigs, and the guy who's our proand me and Little Roy who used to be ducer, Roy Z, he's pretty big in the
in Downset. We hung out with Social business. He knows a lot of people
Justice until 1992 then ended up with and had a lot of favors owed to him ,
Ares and became downset, made the so he just said (to people at the label)

The Beacon - an independent
newspaper with
an independent voice

LANGUAGE
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Veruca Salt
Eight Arms to Hold You

(Outpost Recordings)

Unfortunately for Veruca Salt,
the punk scene ended with little fanfare. It seems mainstream industry
forget to tell the band from Chicago to change their image and the style in
which they play. Veruca Salt kept their catchy guitar riffs blended with
whinny vocals from Nina Garden.
The first five tracks contain the most energy. In the song "Volcano Girl,"
Garden's vocals dominate the songs. The back ground guitar lines set the
pace for the up-tempo distorted sound. The drums came up with a fast
tempoed, Ramones-like style.
In the song, "don't make me prove it," The repetitive guitar cords help
bring memories of "Seether," which reached pop status during the sumsee MICROSCOPE page 8

"go and check out my friend's band"
and then we had label people coming
out and a guy riamed Alan Peters,
who used to work for Mercury came
out and saw a couple of little showcase things we did and then asked us
to do a real showcase for Mercury. We
did a couple of those in L.A. Then a
couple of weeks later we met with
him and did the thing (signed a deal).
You always get the hardcore kids who
• call us fucking sell outs, and it wasn't
even like that, to us it was kind of a
good thing. We were doing the same
thing over and over again, we were
doing it for years, it was the same people hearing our shit. We got little, little distribution with our seven inches,
maybe a handful of them got to the
East Coast, so we just saw it as a way
for us to get more out to more people.
Are there any regrets from that?
No...well yeah there is a regret dude,
but ah we're not going to go in to that
Alright, how did the title for the new
album come about?
It's kind of a question, but also a statement.
Do We Speak a Dead
Language? and what is a dead language? A dead language to us could
mean love, prosperity, anything like
that and we're first asking ourselves
the question and also asking the people around us "do you hear what
we're doing? Are we just up here to
act like a bunch of fucking monkeys
on stage?" It's not like that, we're out
here trying to do something positive,
trying to do something good, and in
my opinion, the title would be more
like asking the listener, do you hear

what we're saying? Is it all good?
Was Rey's father actually killed by
theL.A.P.D.?
Circumstantially, yes. He wasn't
directly killed, but the turn of events
that day led to his death.
How do you like touring?
I love it and I hate it.
It sucks being away from home?
It sucks for me, I'm married and have
a kid. I'm also the youngest too so
I've got the weirdo thing going in the
band. I love being out here, I love
playing shows, but it's definitely hard
because you have to deal with a lot of
things. Some tours it's like, fuck,
when are we going to eat again?
Some tours, like this, it's pretty good.
Pretty stable tour now?
yeah
Where's your favorite place to play
at?
I've got four favorite places for four
different reasons. On the East Coast,
my favorite cities are New York City,
and immediate runners up are Philly
and Boston for the reason that the pits
are fucking nuts. West Coast, nothing
fades L.A. because it's home. If you
go over to Europe, nothing, nothing,nothing fades Portugal. Those kids
are SICK! Kick boxers from Boston
wouldn't last five minutes in that pit.
It's SICK! We played there with
Pantera, and when they opened the
doors, Slayer was on the house system and kids were jumping off the
balcony.
The new album seems a lot more
mature than the last one, how did
see DOWNSET page 1 a
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mer of 1995. The one song that supported the album
was "One Last Time." This contained a rad bass line
that makes it impossible to keep motionless
throughout the song. The ambiguous lyrics revels a
Beck style combined with a late sixties influence.
The possibilities of another "Seether,", which
reached pop status in the summer of 1995, are very
unlikely.
The down side to this album came out with the
later tracks. Veruca Salt tried to sing ballads with no
direction. The guitar cords are sloppy throughout
the song and the vocals put you to sleep. The ballads seem to be taken from a bad eighties movie.
Overall, the album is carried by a few songs
which shall help carry Veruca Salt back into mainstream.
(KH)

Bloodhound Gang
One Fierce Beer Coaster

(Geffen)
Where to start,
O.K., this is about the
734th label that the
Bloodhound Gang has
been on. This album
itself is the major label
version of what was
originally released on
Republic Records, sans two tracks. Bloodhound
Gang is primarily lyricist Jimmy Pop with others
rounding out a band- This album is the first for the
Gang that features a full band as opposed to sampling. The result? One of the funniest albums of the
year.
Jimmy Pop rocks the mic like an out of place
white guy, and he's proud of it. With song titles like
"Kiss Me Where It Smells Funny" and "Lift Your
Head Up High (And Blow Your Brains Out.)" it's
pretty obvious what Mr. Pop is aiming at; offending
someone. Citing Howard Stern as a primary influence Jimmy Pop lets loose hilarious thoughts in
most every song.
The stand outs are "Fire Water Burn," the first single, "Your Friends Are Only Make Believe," which
is about Mr. Rogers, and the years best anthem; "I
Wish I Was Queer So I Could Get Chicks." For this
track, over high tempo, up beat guitar riffs with
turntable antics in the breaks, Jimmy Pop tells why
he isn't gay and how his love life would be better if
he was. "Doesn't matter what I'm packin' in my
denim It's what's in my genes/ The only smoked
meat the only sausage I would eat is made by
Jimmy Dean/ See I'm not too keen on the smell of
Vaseline/1 No I'm not Princess Di and I don't wanna
be a queen/ I just wish I was queer so I could get

chicks."
Unfortunately, the whole album is not this good.
The cover of the Run-DMC song "Its Tricky" and
the track "Asleep at the wheel" are disappointing
and borderline annoying. The whole album is
worth the money though for one simple fact:
Vanilla Ice does a duet with Jimmy Pop on the song
"Boom." Life doesn't get better than this.
(TB)
Various Artists
This is Pure

(Pure Records)
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Shaffer. That seems to be why the why store patterns themselves after what was in style four years
ago. Mixing just enough acoustic guitars with electric to make themselves sound extremely boring,
this strong willed quintet seems to possess some talent but lack a direction to play it in.
Track three finds Shaffer ranting on "Nobody,
nobody, nobody, nobody drinks with me." Poor
guy, you really carj't have sympathy for him
though. The why store combines dull lyrics with
even duller melodies to form an album brimming
with songs that lack melody, conviction and punch.
Greg Gardner on Bass, Jeff Pedersen on keys,
Charlie Bushor on Drums, and Mike Smith on guitar forms the band who constructed the music
which just flows endlessly and reaches nowhere.
The tiresome guitar licks make this band seem nothing more than the average band looking for a break
and not getting it.
If you somehow run into a case of these CDs that
fell off a truck, then take one and see how boring it
is for yourself. If not, my advice is to save your
money perhaps the next the why store c.d will be
better.
(AG)

This is Pure is a compilation album put out by
Pure Records and features an eclectic mix of rock,
blues, hip-hop and reggae by fourteen different up
and coming performers. Surprisingly enough even
with the wide array of musical styles the album fits
together nicely and has a unique rhythm to it.
Widespread Panic
The first track that sticks out is "Drunk" by Slo
Bombs
and Butterflies
Leak, a blues/rock band with a sound that is remi(Capricorn)
niscent of the earlier days of rock. Equally impres- •
sive are the Reggae Cowboys, who display a sueDon't let the name Widespread Panic fool you.
cessful mix of western and reggae. Their song "Tell
the Truth" showcases the band's humor and makes Initially, I thought this was a hardcore album or at
it obvious how the band has built a strong under- the very least a bad metal band. I was surprised to
find Widespread Panic to be mostly a blues rockground following.
band.
Toronto's Glueleg song "Heroic Doses" shows
Widespread Panic combines folk, blues, and rock
how inventive the band can be as they have trumpets playing guitar parts, and guitars playing bass to form a very distinct sound. The music is at times
parts. The quick rhythms coupled with the horns pleasantly upbeat, but the lead vocalist sound a litmake this song the highlight of the entire album. tle to much like Dave Matthews. On certain tracks
Other tracks worth mentioning are "Disco Vera" by the band falls apart as they try unsuccessfully to
An Emotional Fish, "Driving" by Frazier Chorus, attempt slow, moving ballads. "Aunt Avis" is the
best example of this. The majority of the songs also
and "Tina" by Buzztonic.
This album pretty much has something for every- fall short, but tracks like "Tallboy" and "Radio
one. The album travels the musical spectrum and Child" show off the bands talent.
Widespread Panic is a very unique band and
even the hardest to please will find something they
like. With fourteen talented performers, this album" Bombs and Butterflies show that the band does have
is a bargain.
potential. But the album doesn't live up to its expec(DR) tations and overall is a so-so album. Some tracks do
impress the listener, but most aren't what they
should be. This album would have been much better if Widespread Panic stuck to the quick, upbeat
sound rather than playing slow, dark, depressing
ballads.

Think you can do
better?
the why store
the why store
(MCA)
This Indiana based post-grunge alterna-band has
released their third album. Way Cool music picking
the band up for this one. The lead singer, Chris
Shaffer has a more than striking resemblance to
Eddie Vedder, and the rest of the band seems to be
following right behind in the same parade.
"With us, its not a matter of sounding or looking
like whatever's in style at the moment," quotes
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Pavement
@ NYU's Loeb Center
2.6.97

Live
@ The Stone Pony
2/11/97

The adrenaline was flowing as the crowd flowed upstairs to
New York University's Loeb Center. In about two hours
Pavement was to grace the masses with lovable indie-rock.
This is the "residency tour" as Matador claimed, which means
that this tour will play smaller clubs in larger cities to introduce
their new LP, Brighten The Corners. Tickets sold within a half-aday at the two clubs and NYU, leaving the latecomers to wait
until their full Brighten The Comers tour in three months,
promising smaller cities and bigger venues. Could this be the
last time to see Pavement in intimacy?
Pavement was a disappointment, to say the least. The residency show last week didn't compare at all to the offering they
gave at Lollapalooza two years ago. Hence, it's been a long
while since their previous tour, but mistakes stuck out everywhere. On several occasions, Ibold momentarily lost all memory of his lyrics, the most obvious lapse being on "Type
Picture provided by Scott Michaluk
Slowly" where his second verse started without the instruments and a loud "oops" could be heard through the mic. Steve West's drumming was a bit off,
either lagging behind or pacing too fast, and Bob Nastanovich's organ emulated amateurism.
Not only that, Ibold was a bit arrogant, asking the band to "just play something and I'll play
along." It dared the crowd to applaud for an encore.
Some of the songs did sound great. "Fight This
Generation" had a painfully, distortion-driven twist at the
end. The songs off the new album, like "Blue Hawaiian,"
"Type Slowly," "Stereo," and "Embassy Row" were all harmonily in tune and crisp and Nastanovich's lyrical assistance added gleefully to the songs. "Best Friends' Arm"
and Ibold's solo effort on "We'll Dance" (while Steve
Malkmus was tuning his bass guitar) was graceful and
"Passat's Dream" demonstrated how Pavement could
accent a sound greater than that of a recording.
If you went beyond the uptight attitude of Ibold and
bandmates, and the small fallacies that plagued many of
the songs, you enjoyed the show. But this show proved
_
_,
that the quintet has some brushing up to do before their
Picture provided by Scott Michaluk "grand" tour in the near future.

by Ed Erlenmeyer
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Unplanned Pregnancy?

& PACKAGE STORE
| FRIENDSHIP |
YOUR SOURCE FOR LATE-NIGHT BEER AT LIQUOR STORE PRICES!

KARAOKE

THURSDAYS
& SUNDAYS

FEATURING...
Sing-Along with Jennifer

THURSDAY LADIES NIGHT

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Open Mic/Anything
Goes
1/2 Price Drinks w/WPC ID

DANCE • DANCE • DANCE* DANCE • DANCE

Then getyour @$$
down to the
Beacon, SC 310,
and give it a shot.

Live'played the second date of their 1997 world tour at The
Stone Pony in Asbury Park, New Jersey. This show happened
exactly one week before the release of their third album Secret
Samadhi. Believe me, this is not going to happen again for a'
long time - a band that is so big playing at a place so small.
Although unannounced, tickets went like hot cakes.
There are many problems to be had at a concert of this caliber. First of all, there were way too many people in attendance. To get from one side of the tiny establishment to the
other took a good half hour. .Second and most importantly, no
one in the crowd knew any of the songs off of the new record
and Live decided to play ten of the fourteen tunes that make
up the new release; Samadhi.
First up was "Unsheathed" and as the audiences anticipation grew for more songs that were familiar to them, the band
just spat out new song after new song. How did the band
expect the fans to react to tunes that were previously unheard?
It took up until the fifth song before the place finally blew up.
"Iris" got the joint jumping and extremely hot, but unfortunately, it was back to the new stuff after that.
The new Live material sounds like what you would expect
from Live, only a little bit slower and as each song went on, the
intensity gained momentum until the ball finally dropped.
Other songs played off Secret Samadhi included "Rattlesnake,"
"Gashead Goes West," and the first single, "Lakini's Juice,"
which got a strong reception from the college type crowd.
In total, there were four songs of the fourteen played that
were on Throwing Copper. Nothing was played off of Live's
first offering Mental Jewelry and to say the least, it was a short
evening. The band left the crowd with a happy dose of songs
familiar to them in the form of an encore that consisted of
"Lightning Crashes"-and then finally "I Alone." Look for Live
to come around this summer on a larger scale tour and if you
get tickets, hope for a longer concert and be sure to buy their
new album soyou know what they're actpally playing.

By Joe

(DR)

Don't like what
we reuieui???

THF RFAfON

Every

TUESDAY
@ 11:30 p.m.

Club Night w/DJ Jason Pierce

SATURDAYS

SAT, FEB. 22 CITIZEN'S ARREST
. SAT., FEB. 28 BLACK LICORICE

DANCE'DANCE* DANCE @ Club Pompton

F DAILY

LIVE MUSIC

HAPPY

SAT, MAR. 1... THUNDER HILL

HOUR

4-7 PM

Ice cold case beer prices: all Bud all Coors lite all Miller $14.99 Sam Adams, Petes, Corona $22.991

^433 RINGWOOD AVE., POMPTON LAKES, NJ * 201-835-878^

IPREGMWICYCENT6RI

We want to help you!
Some of our services
include:
•Free Pregnancy Testing
•Counseling
•Maternity/Baby Clothing &
Furnishings
•Post-Abortion Support
Groups

FREE
Confidential Help and
Pregnancy Test at

BIRTHRIGHT

AU Services are
Free & Confidential
24 hour Answering service

201-538-0967
82 Speedwell Ava 1330 Hamburg Tpk
Monlstovm
Wayne

COPY EDITOR AND
WANTED.

19 W. Pleasant Avenue
Maywood
(Minutes from Bergen Mall)

845-4646
PROOFREADER

STOP BY SC

31 D FOR

AN APPLICATION.
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THE CYBER CAFE
3S9 BELMONT AVE
HALEDON
720-0009

Meisa Presents

TOWNCRYER

Not doing enough
reading for school?

Internet Access
Internet Training
DeskTop Publishing
Microsoft Office
Lotus Suite
Resume Preparation
One-on-One or Group Training
Games
Children's Educational Software
Hardware/Software Consulting
Business Card Preparation

and

Stanley Birch

Not Interested in Computers?
Come in and enjoy a delicious

On Tuesday, February 18th
in Billy Pat's
Starting at 7:00 p.m.

The Beacon is looking
for proofreaders and
copy editors.
Stop in Student Center
310 or call 595-2568.

Cappuccino
Espresso
Health Drink of the Day
Flavored Coffee
Herbal Teas
Hot Chocolate
Carrot Cake
CheeseCake
Desserts of the Day

Free Admission, Soda, and Popcorn

COMIN6 IN MARCH
VIRTUAL REALITY

SGA Funded

The Beacon's

<AHpka 9 s i (Dmega,
at QAiiiiaw cpate/tson

by SBo/t/tain6
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THE BEACON

Voice
Personals

tfce S un
by: Qliais

Stage dAawage/t: 8%abetfc

No Slobs Or Wackos
SWF, 36, enjoys everything. ISO SWM, 2545, NS. Must be cool tempered, hardworking, professional, sweet, and cuddly. No
drugs at all!! Voice Mailbox No. 11986

Hug Me
Loving, trusting, very adorable SWM, 38,
enjoys movies, candlelit dinners, concerts,
cuddling. ISO gentle, honest, slim SWF, 2535, NS, for true love/ shared dreams. Voice
Mailbox No. 11988

Something Different
SWM 25, with sensitivity, creative flair. ISO
dissearning female, high standards, someone who enjoys championing a cause and
wants to make a difference. Voice Mailbox
No. 11987

Why Not Be My Soul Mate?
Christian college senior, romantic, sincere,
hardworking, ambitious, 30s, NS, nonmaterialistic, ISO lifelong companion with similar qualities. Voice Mailbox No. 11989

Just Browsing?
Find the perfect partner
with the Perfect Date browse feature. You can browse
through women or men's ads by dialing the 900 number
and pressing "2". If you like what you hear, you can leave
the person a message. To immediately skip to the next
greeting at any time, press "3". The greetings recorded
most recently play first. You may even hear a greeting
before the ad appears in print!

ABBREVIATIONS
S-Singlc D-Divorced
F-Female M-Malc B-Black
W-Whitc A-Asian C-Christian
J-Jewish H-Hispanic
NA-Native American
NS-NonSmpker
ND-NonDrinker
ISO-In Search Of
VMB-Voice Mailbox No.
LTR-Long-Term Relationships

Qfcuifi.. 9 k .ftSat
. 19."20. 2f. 22.1997 qf8:00 p.m.

jracquan ufomsfoong
^ubent Cdase

^ek. 20,1997 a&o at 12:30 p.m.
Sun., g y , . 23,1997 at 6:00 p.m.

<^ftcta Simmons
Shane ^ayfe/t

Don't be late for your Perfect Date! Call 1-800-437-5814 today to place your free 25-word print ad or call
1-900-438-2602 ($1-99/minute; calls average 3 minutes) to respond to any ad on this page!
To respond to an ad:
To place an ad:
By Phone:
Call 1-800-437-5814

Open 24
hours
7 days a
week!
$3.00
•

*

*

'

>

tate*

SfajJ & & « *

$5.00

It is FREE to place an ad, record your
iting, and retrieve responses
2 per week!

By Mail:
Perfect Date Personals By foe 1-800-856-6588
24 Hours a Day!
Dept66
619 W College Ave
State College, PA 16801
We will mail the information you need to retrieve
your responses.
Ads should be 25 words or less. Indude your name,
address and phone number. For your ad to be
processed, all information must be inauded. Information is strictly confidential.

By 900 number.

By Mail:

• Use qfoocfi-tonep/ione. ' Seal your written response, or place in an envelope, 'and write the voice
• Cordless phones cannot be used mailbox number on the outside. Also write the date of the paper the ad
appeared in. Put the sealed response or envelope in a brger envelope
on our systems!
along with the $7 forwardingfee.You may enclose as many responses os
• Call 1-900-438-2602
you wish, along with $7forEACHresponse.Check or money order only,
(1.99 min/avg 3 min.)
please, payabletoPerfect Date" Voice Personals. No cash.
Affix postage and mail to:
• Press "T'lorespond
to a specific ad
Perfect Date Personals Dept 66
, '..
or
619 W College Ave
r
• Press " 2 "tobrowse
State College, PA 16801
men's or women's ads.

Use your Credit Gird:
• \)se a touch-tone phone.
4 Cordless phones cannot be used on
our systems!
wmlmm
• Call 1-800-317-5380
."'*» •
• Press " 1 " and follow
the easy instructions
( g p,
• You will be charged.
$1.99 per minutetoyour Visa™ ,
or Mastercard™

We provide a FREE 25-word print ad, FREE voice greeting, and two FREE calls to retrieve responses per week! That means there's no cost to you, the advertiser!
Touch-lone phone required. Pulse lo tone line: after dialing 1 -900438-2602, switch from pulse to tone on your touch-tone phone before selecting categories. If you find that someone has not recorded a voice greeting, you can still respond; just listen for directions. Perfect
Date Personals are run for the purpose of introducing adults (18 and older) to one another. We make no representations as to a person's marital' status. Any references to marital status have been supplied by the participants. No advertisement or voice greeting will be accepted that is suggestive, sexual or offensive to the public. We reserve the right to edit copy. We suggest caution in arranging meetings with strangers. People who place or respond to Perfect Date Personals do so at their own risk. Perfect Date is a service and subsidiary of
Accu-Weather Inc. For more information call 1 -800-437-5814. Service may not be available in all outlying areas.
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Book Review
VICTIM/ OF TOKYO
/UBWAY GA//ING
TOPIC OF NEW BOOK

TUESDAY: FEBRUARY 18, 1997

SABBATH

ing a better time, however, the"y seem dead set
on becoming rock stars. If they continue to
In attempt to further the local music scene in New play out and not fear change, something speJerSey, we at the Beacon will now be running a cial could be in the works. For more informa-Associated Press
said. "Japan, I thought, is like a
column to review local band's demo tapes, 7 inch- tion contact: Spare Change, PO box 44,
religion."
es, and CDs. If you or anyone you know is in a Pompton Lks, NJ 07442
After two years of media fasFor example, he pointed out
band that is worthy of attention, we want to hear
cination with the cultists blamed the story of the crisply uniCoreupt
for the 1995 gas attack on formed subway employees like what you've got! Send a copy of your music and
Never Backing Down:
Tokyo's subways, one of Japan's Kazumasa Takahashi, who whatever information you have to: The Beacon,
top novelists is publishing a stayed behind with colleagues William Paterson College, 300 Pompton Rd.
study of the other side of the after the panicking commuters SC310, Wayne NJ 07470, Attn: Ed Erlenmeyer. Straight from the Jersey Shore comes Coreupt.
Music can not be returned so don't send original This group of hardcore hip-hoppers has been
attack: the victims.
had fled the subways, trying to
Haruki Murakami said Friday clean up the evaporating liquid copies.
seen opening up for bands like Madball, Prohe based his book on about 60 sarin
Pain, and Earth Crisis. This four song demo
with
newspapers.
interviews with families of the Takahashi died.
Spare Change
displays what the NJ hardcore scene has
12 dead and people who were
Spare Change:
become and where it could be heading. The
He also sees parallels between
among the more than 5,500
songs are heavy, groove ridden and poppy
injured in the March 20, 1995 himself and Asahara.
Of the seven songs on Spare Change's self- (not poppy like pop music, poppy like what a
"I
think
Shoko
Asahara,
in
his
attack.
titled demo tape, not one is fairly original. really tight snare drum sounds like). The
The
700-page
book, way, is a storyteller with a folDon't get me wrong, the guys in the band are band incorporates two vocalists, each with
lowing.
I
am
too.
But
I
believe
"Underground," is due in bookdecent musicians, but it seems that they could different styles over a thick guitar and rhythm
stores this March. It is not only I'm trying to do some good with
do a lot more than the every day, run of the section. There are also some really bouncy
my
stories,"
he
said.
the most complete book on the
mill,
funk rock with occasional guitar solo. breakdowns which is the cornerstone of any
Murakami, 49, is one of the
victims to date, but it is also
I've
seen
these guys play live at Billy Pat's Pub decent hardcore jam. The tape is pretty inexMarakami 's first work of nonfic- standard bearers of the first gento
an
audience
of about ten. They played two pensive and there's probably a few copies left
eration of novelists born and
tibn.
sets
which
included
more cover songs than for anyone who's looking. Contact Darin at
The attack, allegedly by Aum raised in the post World War II
originals.
Once
the
guys
warmed up and had (908)363-3786
Shinri Kyo, was a devastating era. His fiction has a reputation
or
e-mail
him at
a
few
beers,
they
seemed
like they were hav- Dobbs7@aol.com.
blow to the national psyche of for depicting the gloom and
Japan, which had long prided alienation of modern Japanese
itself on its safe streets and youth.
orderly society. Cult
Many of his characters are
Murakami, 49, whose novels obsessed with escaping into a
are populated with characters fantasy world dominated by
who listen to opera or theAmerican pop culture.
Beatles, eat western food and
In his 1980 novel "Pinball,
have little connection to 1973" for instance, the narrator
Japanese tradition, said the reacts to the suicide of a girlattack focused his attention on- friend by becoming obsessed
his homeland.
sponsored by
with the hunt for a rare pinball
While much that has been machine, and the absent-minded
United Asian Americans
written about the nerve gas bliss he once experienced while
attack has focused on the cult, its
playing it.
beliefs, its members and the
Murakami himself escaped the
murder trial of guru Shoko
high-pressure
Japanese literary
Asahara, Murakami said he was
drawn to those killed or injured. scene in 1991 to Europe and then
"I was in America when the America. But like many young
subway assault happened," artists who leave home, he says
Murakami said in a telephone he became fascinated with his
interview from his office in country after going away.
Tokyo. "I became fascinated first
Although his trademark is a
about what was happening to the narrator disinterested in the charvictims, and what was happen- acters going through the emoStudent (fatten,
ing to Japan."
tionally wrenching plotlines,
"I saw something in Japan I Murakami said talking to victims
hadn't seen before," he said of of a real atrocity took away that
the culture that gave birth to option.
Aum Shinri Kyo. "I wanted to
"As I began to notice how
learn what that really was, and to Japan has changed, I also began
tell the right story, the real story, to change," he said. "I moved
the truth about it."
from detachment from characMurakami drew parallels ters to engagement with real
between Japan's highly demand- people."
ing, conformist society and the
Murakami's next novel, "The
Aum cult.
Wind-Up Bird Chronicle," is
"One of the things that struck due out this year. It is the story of
me about the victims of this characters linked by agonizing
gassing is that they work so hard, memories of the 1939 massacre
and have so much of their identi- of fanatical Japanese troops by
ty, such faith, in their work," he
Soviet tanks in Manchuria.

Aft*

$4 Student
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By Ed Erlenmeyer
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you approach writing and recording
it?
First of all there was a member
change, which kind of cornered the
creative part of it, there was one less
creative mind in the band so we were
more focused on the four of us. We
were touring for two years, constantly
up each other's ass in a bus, or van or
whatever the case was. We learned to
live with each other and grow with
each other. We learned more about
what we were about musically just
being on stage every night getting
tight. All that had an impact on the
new album and I think we've matured
110% since then.
Who were your influences back in
the day?
Back in the day my influences were
Dead Kennedys, DRI, Led Zeppelin,
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BLACK

BOB

MARLEY

rock stuff like that, Sabbath. Now
after ten, twelve years of that, my
influences are like Bob Marley, he's
like my main inspiration right now. I
listen to a lot of reggae, a lot of dance
hall and techno type stuff. I love rock,
I still love Zeppelin, they're still one of
my favorites. The new trip-hop stuff
with all live instruments is crazy too,
those guys are bad-ass players.
Who do you like more, Beayis or
Butthead?
Beavis because he kicked Butthead in
the balls in the last episode I saw.
Are any of the guys in the band
straight edge?
Not straight edge, our bass player,
you could probably call him that, but
he isn't. He'll have a Guiness on occasion or something like that but he
doesn't really like to party. I'm-a
straight partyer, Rey likes to get high
now and then, and Ares will -drink

and smoke once in a while. I'm pretty much the only party guy in the
band.
What's coming up in the next year or
so?
We've got this booked until the beginning of April. We got an offer that I
can't really talk about but tha't would
be really cool. There's talks about
going out with Korn in the states
because they're in Europe now. We'll
definitely be back on another tour
within the next six months.
What have you learned from being
on tour?
I learned more than I ever would have
in school. I've learned so much about
life and differences in culture, differences in ways of living, especially in
Europe. We've done about nine or ten
months in Europe now and it's so
bugged out to just wake up everyday
in another country and the way of living is so different. It totally opens up
your eyes. It's just different, it's definitely a great learning experience.
Anything else you'd like to say?

Movie Review
Dante's Peak

Ed Erlenmsyer/The Beacon

Yeah, I'd like to thank anyone whoever put a lot of time and effort into their
scene, people who are reading this
right now I'd like to thank and all the
people that support the shows,
bought the album and come and hang
out. All love. AH love.

Photo book captures
endangered species' plight
-Associated Press

Geographic, so they were well
qualified to produce a book on
With his eyes and his camera, the subject. Sartore and
Joel Sartore created a photo Chadwick set out two years ago
album of the imperiled.
to make people care about
-Associated Press
Nazeer (Ajay Naidu).
While sitting in the photogra- endangered Species. At the time,
"That's nice," Nazeer snaps.' "They have many phy studio of his Lincoln home, bills, had been introduced in
Abstract dreams of New York give Sooze solace. convenience stores there to stand in front of."
he flipped through the pages of Congress that would have gutted
Pot-smoking, pizza-scarfing Buff's ideal evening
The performances are dead-on, especially Parker "The Company We Keep: the Endangered Species Act of
is facile: "smoke, babe, slice, brew." Alcohol helps Posey ("Dazed & Confused") as a record-compa- America's
Endangered 1973.
Tim dull his hate and Bee-Bee her anguish. Even ny publicist who accompanies Pony back to Species." Sartore made the
His photos show easily recogJeff, who possesses the closest thing to motivation, Burnfield and becomes intertwined with the group. book's photos and wildlife biol- nizable icons saved by federal
craves only "something real for two or three secZahn is engaging as cinema's latest Spicoli, and ogist Douglas Chadwick wrote legislation: bald eagles, northern
onds."
Amie Carie is irresistible as Jeff's angry but good- the text. Both men work for the spotted owls and whooping
These are the desolate postadolescents who pop- •hearted girlfriend, Sooze. Nicky Katt plays Tim as National Geographic Society, cranes.
ulate the overpaved angstscape of "subUrbia," a a brooding, xenophobic young man descending which published the edition.
The smallest species teach the
Sartore easily recalls the story most important lessons.
bleak film about a day in the life of mediocre into alcoholism.
everypeople.
"The fact that 75 to 80 percent
These young men and women have passed the behind each shot. Just as easily,
Sometimes talky, often stagy, always relevant, sheen of youth and lack a solid adulthood to anchor he recites the challenges that of all species of freshwater mus"subUrbia" - based on Eric Bogosian's play -> is a their feet upon. They emotionally abandon one each species faces for its sur- sels in this country are threatened or endangered tells us one
modern morality tale about a place all too familiar another simply because they can't figure out how vival.
In some cases, the book docu- thing, that our water quality is
in 1990s America: the realm of post-consumer else to act in a habitat as physically lost as they are
ments the doomed.
terrible," he said.
hopelessness. The players in "subUrbia" grope for emotionally.
""I know some of these
"It's an alarm going off and
meaning, but don't quite realize that their lives lack
This is a tale both of possibilities lost and possi:
it almost entirely.
bilities never realized, of a crew of pure never-will- species are going to be lost for very few people are listening."
The natural rate of extinction is
There is no plot, really, just a plethora of over- ' bes, tragic in their utter inability to understand how good," he said. "But if enough
people care about these things, one out of a million species per
lapping backstories that focus on a group of five trapped they are.
century. Experts estimate that
slackers and the return of one of their high-school
"You wanna know what your problem is, Jeff?" then we can save them."
The University of Nebraska- 500 species have become extinct
acquaintances, Pony, who sings in a band.
Tim says scornfully. "You want to believe so badly,
Lincoln graduate started doing in North America since 1500,
Jeff (Giovanni Ribisi) lives in a pup tent in his you'll buy anything."
freelance
photography for and the current rate may be as
Nazeer, the minimart operator, functions as the
parents' garage and is taking a few community colNational
Geographic
in 1.991. high as several species per day.
lege courses, trying to figure out what he wants to conscience — the only one who cares. He didn't
He
became
a
contract
photograThe primary threat to endando with his life. His nights are spent with his grow up complacent amid the trappings' of
pher
the
next
year.
gered
species is loss of habitat,
American
suburbia;
instead,
he
sought
them
out
to
friends, prowling the retail landscape of the every*
While visiting the Houston driven by increasing land develsuburb of Burnfield. They always seem to end up find success.
in the parking lot of a particularconvenience store,
At the end of the film, after a sequence of har- Ship Canal, he witnessed regular opment and human population.
where they ruminate dully and try to figure out rowing confrontations, he turns his back in disgust spills of oil and tallow, which Sartore recognized that the
completely choked life from the Endangered Species Act, and
what's wrong.
on Jeff and Tim in the store's parking lot.
"You people are so stupid," Nazeer says. "You water. While covering land use some of his own views about it,
Pony (Jayce Bartok), who has left town and
in the West, he saw the devasta- are considered controversial
found success as a pop singer, returns in a limo to throw it all away."
tion
of forests by clear cutting among private landowners and
And his anger echoes into the dawn as the camrevisit his old haunts. His presence roils the
and
the
contamination of water businesses that consider the act
unhealthy funk in which the friends wallow, and era pulls away, withdrawing once again past the
an inconvenience
caused
by
abandoned mines.
their night of interaction is'the pin on which the Color Tile, the tract houses and the cement until
"I just think that if the majori"I
just
saw
so
many
terrible
Burnfield's barely defined town limit is reached
movie turns,
ty
of people had seen the stuff
things
that
it
really
motivated
The lack of defined story in "subUrbia" is the once more.
that
I've seen with my own eyes,
me,"
he
said.
"subUrbia," a Castle Rock film, is directed by
point, since life itself has no plot. To these people,
people
would just realize that
Sartore
and
Chadwick
collabhanging out and talking about unattainable goals is Richard Linklater from a screenplay by Bogosian.
environmentalists
aren't lying,'-'
orated
on
an
endangered
species
'It
is
produced
by
Anne
Walker-McBay
and
is
rated
the very essence of existence.
he
said.
"This
world
is being
article
that
appeared
in
the
R.
"I'm moyin' out to L.A.," Buff (Steve Zahn)
trashed."
March
1995
issue
of
National
brags to the Pakistani convenience-store operator,
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TO PAY
DEADLINES
O U R KATES '".['.
All
classified
ads
must be paid in.
It? r.ua 20 words for one isstfe fe Classified ads must be placed by
advance,
unless
you have an
12:00
p.
M
>/
Friday
before
r 24-35 words $7,50, each
account with the paper. '"' . \
publication.
H & d
$ 1 0 0 >
Like to Work with Small Children -- Earn $500 or more . . . weekly stuffing
Rainbow Montessori school in Pompton envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Plains has 2 positions available. Persons Country Living Shoppers, Dept. N20;
needed to work 8-4 or 8-12 and 12-4 five P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
days a week. If you are interested in this 70727
position please call Mrs. Pent at (201) FREE T-SHIRT + $1000 — Credit card
fund-raisers for fraternities, sororities &
835-8026. Substitutes are also needed.
Accpuntant — Doug Finkle, Public groups. Any campus organization can
accquatant conveniently located near raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping
WPC for income tax preparation please $5.00/VISA application. Call 1-800-932call (201) 942-0205. 10% discount with 0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers receive
FREET-Shirt.
college ID.
Spring Break 97 - Don't be left out, Now Hiring — Domino's Pizza, Pompton
space limited!! Cancun and Jamaica from Lakes. Looking for delivery personnel
$429. Call STS @ 1-800-648-4849.
w/insured and registered vehicle and valid
Spring Break 91 — Tight budget, no driver's license. Earn $12/hour. Apply in
money? STS is offering Panama City and person or call before 4 or after 8. 835Daytona Beach, Florida from $119. Call 0333. All shifts available. Ask for Russell
1-800-648-4849.
or Tara.
Part-Time Help Wanted: Mail Boxes, Market Research Opportunites - P/T
Etc - Point View Shopping Center. 189 or F/T fast growing computer company
Berdan Ave., Wayne. Mon-Fri. lOanr- located in Franklin Lakes. 10 minutes
2pm. Competitive wages. Call 628-1901 from Campus. Seeks highly motivated
or stop in for an application.
individual for market research\ and inforSpring Break 97 -- Cancun, Bahamas, mation development. Salary and Bonuses.
Jamaica, & Florida. 7-meal plan only . Call 1 (888) 334-3986 and ask for Ruben
$19.00pp. Group Organizers. EARN or fax us @ (201) 847-1622.
FREE TRIPS AND CASH . . . Call us Operations Asst. P/T ~ Immediate
today 1-800-700-0790.
opportunities avail.Sunday thru Saturday
x

Aries
(March 21 to April 19)

cretion if discussing financial matters with an overly talkative friend.

Get out and visit those friends you
haven't seen in a while. You're at
your best presenting new ideas
However, some find themselves
dealing with evasive types who are
less than open. Toward the end of
the week, you're ready for some
much-needed rest and relaxation.

Leo
(July 23 to August 22)

Sagittarius
(November 22 to December 21)

You need some time alone this
week to mull over personal concerns. This downtime leads to new
insights and conclusions. Later in
the week, it's a good time for shopping and gadding about.

Leisure interests are highlighted
this week. Some take up a new
hobby, while others meet with an
exciting romantic possibility. Over
the weekend, while out and about,
avoid spending too much money.

Virgo
(August 23 to September 22)

Capricorn
(December'22 to January 19)

Parents should seek out teachers
and set up meetings this week.
Partners are in sync, but you're
•bogged down with niggling details
at work. Don't get caught up with
inconsequential matters this weekend.

You make acceptable progress at
work. However, a family member
feels you're not being attentive
enough and makes more demands
for your time. Make an effort to
reach out to this person over the
weekend.

Libra
(September 23 to October 22)

Aquarius
(January 20 to February 18)

Early in the week, career developments are positive. Later in the
week, you're running into a few
obstacles to your progress. Special
attention should be paid to details,
especially when tending to domestic
chores this weekend.

The research you do, on an invest-;
ment concern leads you to correct
conclusions.
Behind-the-scenes
moves are best in business as you
execute a low profile. Guard your
tongue over the weekend.

Taurus
(April 20 to May 20)
It's a great week for meetings
with bankers and with real estate
professionals if you're looking for a
change in residence. Career interests
go well generally. This weekend,
avoid spending too much money on
frivolous pursuits.
Gemini
(May 21 to June 20)
Couples should try to spend some
quality time together this week, even
if you need to take a day off to do so.
Some soul-searching is in order.
You've been a bit inflexible with
certain people and overly critical of
others.
Cancer
(June 21 to July 22)

" Scorpio
(October 23 to November 21)

You make an early start this week
to get a jump on the competition
You're intrigued by fascinating
which has been breathing down your cultural interest this week. Higherneck of late. Keep your eyes open ups are feeling slighted, so be sure to
for a new opportunities. Use dis- show proper respect. This weekend,

SEND ADS TO:
The Beacon
300 Pojxipton Rd, SC310
Wayne, NJ 07478
ATTN: Classifieds

shifts flexible hrs. Make your own schedule worker friendly environment E. Ruth.
458-9293.
Congratulations to all Greeks for a successful rush! Love the Angels.
Good Luck to all the new associates!
Love the Angels.
Congratulations — BZP Lambda
Associate Class! Love the Angels.
DPhiE ~ Presents the 8th Annual
Deepher Dude! Feb. 26, 1997, 8:00 p.m;
in the Student Center Ballroom. $3.00
Admission with DJ Shortcut — All are
Welcome!
Part-Time care — of two children, ages
three and six months, in my Ridgewood
home. I will work with your schedule.
Need own transportation. Non-smokers.
References required. Call Cathy Shea at
251-0231.
Hey--Don't type that term paper! Don't
you have enough to do? Let me type it for
you. Call: A Way With Words. (201) 6168266.
Help Wanted ~ Camp counselors needed
for resident girls camp is Oak Ridge, NJ.
FT, live in. Positions: archery, tennis,
horseback riding, dramatics. Salary range
$1200 - $1500. Call (201) 239-2877.

a compromise is in order on the
social scene.

Pisces
(February 19 to March 20)
You and your significant other are
in sync. On the social scene this
week, it's a mixture of highs and
lows. Friends disagree over where to
go and what to do.

By Jeremy Singer
Make checks or money orders
payable to;
THE BEACON

Eastern Europe Employment - Teach
basic conversational English in Prague,
Budapest, or Krakow. Our materials
uncover many rewarding teaching opportunities with great benefits. For information (206) 971-3680 ext K51061. (We are
a research\ & publishing company).
Alaska Summer Employment — Fishing
industry. Details on how to find a highpaying job with excellent benefits (transportation + room & board). For information: 800-276-0654 Ext. A51061 (We are
a research and publishing company).
Cruise & Land-Tour Employment —
Industry offers Travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
Caribbean), incomparable benefits, &
good pay. Find out how to start the application process now! Cruise Employment
services provide the answers. Call 800276-4948 Ext. C51061.
College Financial Aid — Student financial services profiles over 200,000+ individual scholarships - from private & government funding sources. A MUST FOR
ANYONE SEEKING FREE MONEY
FOR COLLEGE! 1-800-263-6495.

Advertising in the
Beacon . . .
•The only paper that is freely available on the
250 acre William Paterson College campus.
•Your link to the 11,000 students faculty and
staff at WPC.
> ,
•Distribution in Haledon, North Haledon and
Wayne - over 65,000 people.

Start today!

595-2571
to,

40-42 Newark St
Hobohn.NJ
(201) 659-0203
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Help available to students with writers' block

Beacon Classifieds
How
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Cahllac tat

TUESDAYS

BEAT T W CLOCK/

25*

Domestic
Drafts

THEY GO UP A QUARTER EVERY HOUR
ON THE HOUR SOOO....

GET THERE EARLY'
P l u s . . . Join our Happy Hour everyday
from 5-8 PM • FREE FOOD •

Students struggling write their papers
can find assistance at the William
Paterson College Writing Center, which
has recently moved to. the Atrium room
128.
Mary Atnally, who has spent eight years
as coordinator of the Writing Center, in
what she feels were the cramped conditions of its former home, the Coach
House, is ecstatic about the new location
of the Writing Center.
"The space here is extraordinary, compared to what we had in the Coach
House," Atnally said. "The tutors didn't
care to work in that environment."
Atnally and her staff of seven adjuncts
and one student brought only five of the
Writing Center's twenty computers over
from the Coach House. With less hardware, to work with, Atnally said the tutors
can work more with students on the context of writing and less on how to use
word processing programs. *
Nancy Travis, one of the writing center's tutors, helps WPC graduate student
Mattie Ward with a paper. Ward is writing
on the socio-economic effects of teenage
pregnancy from a big, round table located
a few feet from Atnally's desk. The only

computer on the table is turned off.
"We ordinarily work with a student at a
table with a pencil and paper," Atnally
said. "This is where we think about writing a paper with the student. You don't
need a computer for that."
Ward said that she has benefited a great
deal from this tutoring session, her first at
the Writing Center, but admitted that she
has a lot of work ahead of her before her
paper is complete.
"I need someone to help me get over
this writer's block," said Ward, an elementary school teacher in Paterson who is
seeking a Master's Degree in Counseling.
The Writing Center is an intellectual
launching pad run by tutors who are experienced in various facets of writing,
according to Atnally.
"We're here to help students flesh out
their thoughts," Atnally said. "A student
may work with us here a few times, sometimes over the course of a couple semesters, and as we see the writing gradually
improve, it gives us a sense of satisfaction
that we had something to do with it.
That's the real reward of working here."
During peak times in the semester,
Atnally said, as many as 150 students per
week seek academic assistance at the
Writing Center, which is open 9 a.m. to 5

Dana Romatovvski/The Beacon

Arlene Mandell, adjuct professor in the WPC Department of English, offers
assistance to NaSheeda Thompson, sophomore, in the WPC Writing Center.
The Writing Center recently upgraded its' facilities when it moved from the
Coach House to the recently opened Atrium. Students are encouraged to think
out their ideas before putting them into any written form. The Writing Center is
open from Monday to Thursday, closed Friday through Sunday.

p.m Monday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday,
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday, and 8:30 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Thursday. It is closed Friday
through Sunday.
Atnally said she is looking forward to a
time when the Writing Center's five com-

puters are connected to the Internet.
Writing workshops may also be a part of
the program's future, she added.
"Nothing is official, but they're working on it," she said.

BUSINESS ISSUES
sponsored by DIVISION OF BUSINESS

By Bill Berthold
Five years ago the Lady
Pioneers basketball squad got
their first victory of the 1992-93
season in a 67-53 win over
Clarkson. It was the first win of
a bright and young head coach
named Erin Shaughnessy. Fast
forward to Feb. 8,1997 the Lady
Pioneers have just defeated
Rutgers-Newark 81-60. The win
gave that same bright coach, her
. 100th career victory. A half
decade removed from her first
win, Shaughnessy has reached a
milestone that no other William
Paterson College women's basketball coach can claim. While
99 wins followed that first one,
Shaughnessy believed she'd fall
flat on her face.
"I thought the first year I
would
flop,"
explained
Shaughnessy. But her first season was anything but a failure.
She guided the Lady Pioneers to
an 18-9 mark and the school's
first ever New Jersey Athletic
Conference title, and NCAA
tournament
appearance.
Shaughnessy recalls the 73-70
win verses Rowan in the NJAC
tournament final one she will
never forget.
"My first conference championship win I will never forget it,
" Shaughnessy said. "How we

won it was the greatest. Jill
Bachonski had 34 points in that
game, 15 points from the foul
line. The other coach got a. technical foul with 12 seconds left to
go on the clock. It was incredible." Shaughnessy is quick to
point out that the 100 wins could
not be.possible without her assistant coaches, Mary Dean and
Keith Woods. She is quick to
give thanks where it is due and is
not one of those types, but a
much more modest personality.
"I couldn't have gotten the
100 wins without my assistants,"
said the Clifton native. "It's not
just a pat on the back for me, it's
a pat' on the back for them,
because anything I do reflects on
them as far as I'm concerned."
In
1992, when
Patty
Delehanty resigned as head
coach of the Lady Pioneers,
WPC was faced with the task of
searching for a replacement.
The athletic administration
decided to hire a kid who was
familiar with WPC basketball,
having scored 1,025 career
points in her playing career and
had served for two years as an
assistant under Delehanty.
However they hired someone in
Shaughnessy with no previous
head coaching experience. It
was a gamble to say the least.
see BERTHOLD page 17

Taxpayers May be Eligible to File by Phone
Due to technological advances, some taxpayers may be able to file their Federal
and State of New Jersey income tax returns by touch-tone phone. Information packets and worksheets .for the new Telefile program have been mailed to eligible taxpayers offering major benefits, including state tax refunds mailed within two weeks
of filing.
The Telefile packets include simple worksheets for the taxpayers to prepare
before calling the toll-free Telefile numbers. Eligible taxpayers will not have to
mail any forms. It is estimated that a Telefile call will require less than 10 minutes
to complete. The Telefile computer program calculates the tax and the amount of
the taxpayer's refund or balance due, and starts the electronic filing process immediately. Taxpayers can even have refunds sent directly to their bank.
The automated Telefile System is very user-friendly and will prompt taxpayers
for the needed information. At the conclusion, the system will prompt taxpayers to
"sign" the return by entering their Customer Service Number (CSN), provided to
them in the TeleFile packet. Each taxpayer will receive a personal confirmation
number during the TeleFile call, which will verify that the return was successfully
filed.
Who can use TeleFile? Taxpayers who normally would file Form 1040EZ qualify to use TeleFile. Taxpayers must be single or married filing jointly, have no
dependents and have lived at the same address that they had last year. Income can
only be form wages, salaries, tips, taxable scholarships or fellowship grants and
unemployment compensation. Taxable interest income cannot exceed $400.00.
For the best results, do not use a cordless or cellular telephone, or one with
a keypad in the handset. When you have finished with the call and the IRS or the
New Jersey Division of Taxation, has accepted your information, write down the
confirmation number. Finally, attach W-2s and 1099s to your completed Tax
Record Worksheet and KEEP IT FOR YOUR RECORDS. If you have any questions about the TeleFile program, please contact the Division of Business.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Lady Pioneers extend record; Pioneers post best record since
senior forward Brennen joins 1986-87 - 17-4 mark places WPC
second in the Atlantic region
exclusive 1,000 point club
The Lady Pioneer basketball team enters
the final leg of the 1996-97 season riding a
six-game winning streak and sporting an
overall record of 18-3. Three regular season games remain on the year, including a
key home match up with the Profs of
Rowan College on Wednesday, Feb. 19 at
6:00 p.m. WPC will be on the road on
Saturday, Feb. 15 against the College of
New Jersey (7:30 p.m.) and will wrap-up
the regular season on Saturday, Feb. 22 at
Richard Stockton (2:00 p.m.)
Senior forward Bridget Brennan
(Newton) joined the exclusive Lady
Pioneer 1,000 point club on Wednesday,
Feb. 12, when dumped in a lay up in
WPC's 80-35 win over Jersey City State.
She became the 11th player in Lady
Pioneer history to score over 1,000 points,
joing the likes of Maureen Marz (1,156
points), Keira Haines (1,392 points) and
Michelle Jones (2,048). Brennan finished
the game with 19 points as the Lady
Pioneers won their sixth game in a row.
Brennan achived another career milestone in the Jersey City game, when she
surpassed Keira Haines as WPC's all-time
blocked shot leader with 86 and counting.
Haines blocked 83 shots during her collegia|e career, which spanned from 1991-95.
The 5-10 Brennan continues to lead the
team in scoring with 304 points for an
average of 14.5 points per game. She is

has pulled down a team leading 114
pulling down a team high 7.5 rebounds per
rebounds
for an average 5.4 rebounds per
Second year Head Coach Jose
game, and is averaging 3.19 assists per
game.
Greene,
a senior, is a superb
Rebimbas has William Paterson on the
game.
defensive
player
as witnessed by his
road
to
posting
its
best
performance
in
Sophomore guard Sharon Rocks
team
leading
38
steals.
ten
years.
Three
games
remain
in
the
reg(Oakridge) poured in a game high 20
Power forward
Dujuan
Jones
points in WPC's win over Jersey City. It ular season as WPC travels to the
was Rocks' second highest performance of College of New Jersey on Saturday, Feb. (Lakewood) pulled down a season high
the year, with her previous high being a 21 15 for a 7:30 p.m. contest. The Profs of 13 rebounds against Jersey City on Feb.
points showing against Ramapo College. Rowan, who are currently ranked num- 12. Jones, a hardened veteran, is averagRocks is averaging 5.3 points per game, ber one in the nation, invade the WPC ing 4.4 rebounds and five points per
and shooting 64.3 percent from the charity Rec Center on Wednesday, Feb. 19, for game.
an 8:00 p.m. game. On Saturday, Feb. Junior forward Justin Frederick
stripe.
Sophomore guard Stephanie Arrigo 22, WPC concludes the regular season (Jersey City) is fifth on the team in scor(Flemington) chipped in 15 points and five on the road with a 4;00 p.m. contest ing with 158 points for an average of 8.3
assists in the Jersey City game. Arrigo is against Richard Stockton.
points per game. Frederick is shooting an
averaging 11.7 points per game and is Senior forward Gerard Wilson astounding 51.2 percent from the floor
shooting 37.3 percent from three-point (Plainfield) is tops on the team in scoring and averaging 4.5 rebounds per game.
range (50-of-134).
with 248 points for an average of 11.8
The latest NCAA Division III statistics
Freshman forward Wendy Kane (West points per game. Wilson is the Pioneers finds WPC ranked 11 in the nation in
Milford) is fourth on the team in scoring top shooter from the charity stripe, con- scoring defense and fourth in the nation
with 192 points for an average of 9.1 necting on 83 percent of his free throws. in field goal percentage defense. If WPC
points per game. She is second on the A solid defensive player, Wison has tal- makes the NJAC playoffs, it will be the
squad in rebounding with 114 boards for lied 24 blocks for an average of 1.14 Pioneers first league post-season showblocks per game.
an average of 6.9 rebounds per game.
ing since 1986-87 when the team posted
The New Jersey Athletic Conference
Senior guard Tim McDonald a 20-29 record. WPC's last appearance in
playoffs are scheduled to begin on (Magnolia) scored his 1,000 career point the NCAA Tournament occured during
Thursday, Feb. 27, with the championship in WPC's 79-54 win over Ramapo on the 1984-85. season, when the Pioneers
game set for Saturdsay, March 1. Sites, Feb. 5. McDonald is second on the team garnered a 22-7 record and a NJAC
seddings, and times have yet to be deter- in scoring with 202 points for an average Championship.
mined.
of 10.1 points per game. He is second on
the team in assists with 49 and steals -Courtesy of the WPC Sports
with 33.
-Courtesy of the WPC Sports
Information Office
Information Office
Forward Norman Greene (Jamesburg)
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Banner year for Shaughnessy
from BERTHOLD page 15

Do you really want to

but I enjoy doing this.
one of the forwards, if not both to step
WPC rolled the dice on Shaughnessy
With Seton Hall University flounder- it up and give them strong post defense enow who puts together
and it came up a 12. They have three ing in the basement of the Big East and be a factor on the boards.
NCAA tournament appearances, with a Seven with a record of 8-14 and the With the acceptance fans of women the publication that is
fourth one on the way with this years George Blaney seemingly on rocky athletics, WPC honored their top female
read twice as much as
18-3 squad, including a trip to the Elite ground, the Pirates could soon be in the competitors in each sport during half
Eight in 1994-95, one NJAC champi- business of finding a new coach Maybe time of the women's basketball game
any textbook?
onship, and 101 wins in the Seton Hall alum, Jose Rebimbas should last Friday. It proved to be a thoughtful
Shaughnessy era.
throw his application into the ring. idea. Dean was presented an award for
"I play myself harsh and I am very After all the WPC coach was on the her 100 career assistant coaching victodemanding
of
myself,"
said 19S9 Pirate team that went to the ries during the ceremony. She is one of
Shaughnessy. "I want perfection and it NCAA Finals.
the top assistants in all of Division HI
will be uphill from here. "
Is it me, or does watching a basket- and a class act all the way.
While the first 100 is in the books, the ball game at the Recreation Center feels
Speaking of assistant coaches,
second 100 can't loom that far behind. like watching one in a warehouse? I Knight, son of Hall of Fame coach Bob
The only question is will it come at mean it has as much intimacy as Jerry Knight, is an assistant for the
WPC? Baseball coach Jeff Albies has and Neuman on "Seinfeld."
Connecticut Pride in the CBA. And to
stayed at WPC for his whole coaching
Who says that Division III basketball the best of my knowledge the younger
career, while he no doubt must have had players can't make it big time. Take Knight has yet to throw a chair or
offers to move to a higher profile Knicks coach Jeff Van Gundy, one of smash a telephone like his controversial
school, he has opted to stay on the the brightest young coaches in the game father.
Division III level, it has worked for as, an example. Van Gundy was the Senior forward Bridget Brennan is
him. Albies, however, also is an athlet- starting point guard for two seasons at having her best start stat-wise of her Then join the Beacon
ic director at the school, a position Nazareth College, a Division III institu- career, and last Wednesday capped it
Shaughnessy will probably never be tion, where he posted 467 career points. off when she surpassed 1,000 points for
offered. So what happens if some
Shaughnessy is only 590 wins behind her career and broke Keira Haines
Night, Thursday, Feb.
Division I school wants the coach that all-time win leader in women's college career block shots record. But I'm wi 11has been WPC basketball for the last ball Texas coach Jody Conrad, who has ing to bet that Brennan would trade all
27, 1997, at 7 p.m. in
five years.
of that in for a trip to the final four this
692.
"I don't know," said Shaughnessy,
Who would've thought that the two season.
who is working on her masters degree players who will wind up having the
Spring Training officially begins for
at WPC. "I don't have a long term goal. greatest impact on how far the Pioneers the Yankees and Mets Tuesday, which
This year I'm worried about making the go into post-season would be role play- reminds me of how fortunate the metRefreshments will beserved;
conference playoffs and making the ers, senior DuJuan Jones and junior ropolitan area was in 1996. They had
NCAA tournament, I'm not even look- Shakil Miller?
But with Paul two .baseball champions within a 20
all are welcome
ing on what's going to happen next Eisenhardt gone for the season with a mile radius of each other, first WPC and
year. I don't know what I want to do, damaged disk in his back, WPC needs then the Yankees.

staff for its Movie

SC310.

\Slley National Bank

This space purchased
bytheSGAfor
the United Science Club

Looking to start a career in Banking? Why not start off the year right with
Valley National Bank, one of the leading Commercial Banks in the Northern
NJ area. Currently, we are looking to fill several entry level & part time positions. If you are motivated individual who takes your future seriously, then
we'd like to meet you!

*TELLER POSITIONS (VARIOUS LOCATIONS)*
^CLERICAL OPPORTUNITIES (WAYNE)*
^CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES (WAYNE)*
Qualified candidates should have excellent customer service, organizational,
& clerical skills to be considered. Some positions call for good figure aptitude
and some pc skills.
Along with a pleasant working environment & plenty of opportunity for
growth, we offer full time employees a full benefits package which includes
tuition reimbursement, 401 (k) savings, paid vacations & paid holidays. Part
time employment includes paid holidays and paid vacations, & 401 (k). All
interested candidates can call or visit our Human Resource Dept. located at
1455 Valley Road in Wayne.
-

VALLEY NATIONAL BANK
Phone # (201) 305-4033 or 1-800-522-4100 Ext. 4244
Fax # (201) 633-0098
E.O.E M/F/D/V

Part Time Positions
Now Available
Warehouse-Customer Service
•ShowronmlRetatt

Unique Photo*, one of the world's largest distributors of wholesale photographic supplies is
looking for energetic, professional minded people
for part time positions. Unique Photo offers regular schedules (same schedule every week), better
pay, and a great working environment in our new
location in Florham Park, New Jersey.

Warehouse
Customer
Service
Showroom/
Retail Center

•No experience is necessary.
Afternoon and early evening
hours.
•Afternoon help with excellent
phone skills along with paying
close attention to detail.
•Some retail, photo knowledge
a plus.
All shifts available.

Either fax resume to Attention Human
Resources Director (201) 660-1900
or apply in person at:
11 Vreeland Road
Florham Park, New Jersey 07932
No phone calls please.

l PHOTO
E.O.E.
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The AIDS

MAIL

E-MAIL
beaconl@fronti.er.
wilpaterson.edu

O

Virus
and the

FAX
attn: Letters
201.595.2093

Letters to the editor
should be no more
than 150 words.
Columns or "op-ed"

articles should be
between 300 and
500 words.
EDITDRIA
BDAR D
YonlD. Greenbaum • Editor-in-Chief
Matthew Halpem • Nem Editor
Tim Bpmemann * Insider Editor
Sylvan* Mcneses • Photo Editor
John F. Gillfck • Editor al Urge
G c n a Z a k - Editor al Large
Tracy Bodoff • Cofy Editor

•
DanMcDonough,Jr. • Editorial Page Editor
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BY GERALD BRENNAN, ESQ.

The physical effects of AIDS can be
devastating. Equally debilitating can be
the legal ramifications of the disease.
The illness can impact on every vital
aspect of a person's life. The law can general assitce, which is welfare for an employee differently, possibly ostraprovide some relief.
single adultot receiving any other cizing him or her or changing work
A person diagnosed HIV positive or benefits, anod stamps, help to main- assignments. In housing, a landlord
with AIDS might immediately or even- tain the necties of life.
may refuse to rent to or try to evict a
tually face the loss of income due to the
Another nssity of life which AIDS person suspected of having AIDS.
inability to work.
•
threatens is shelter.
The law does offer strong protection
Private or company
"~"~'~m~~~~
An HIV positive or against discrimination. New Jersey has
sponsored disability
AIDS person wh0 its own anti-discrimination law which
programs will go
strictly prohibits discrimination in
only so far. At that
L d W J J U t finds his or heremployment
and housing the basis of
point, a person may
income reduced due
disabilities. New Jersey law establishes
need to turn to the
t0sequently
disabilitygoing
is conto an enforcement mechanism whereby an
federal social securifind it difficult to aggrieved person can either hire his/her
ty'system which can
pay rent or a mort- own attorney or seek relief through the
provide monthly disgage. Most of the New Jersey Division of Civil Rights.
ability benefits if a
housing available No one should have to live with the fear
person has worked
for low and moder- of losing his/her job or home because of
and has paid into the
ate income persons discrimination.
system. If not, then
is provided by local
A troubling aspect for anyone with a
the joint federal and
government
through
serious
disease is how to preserve
state supplemental
housing
authorities.
his/her autonomy if the illness becomes
security
income
But the wait for totally debilitating. One way is to give
(S.S.I.) benefits program might fill the
apaents can be years. another legal authority to make finangap. The program, however, is unlike Ho
'Using Awities also administer cial decisions. A general power of attorsocial security benefits, S.S.I, is a wel- reru i ~ • •
, , ,
fare program with a cap of about $500 f J a l a s ^ t a P^gra"is whereby the ney will accomplish that. Another way
per month plus Medicaid coverage. Urk J ^ T ° ^ H ° U S m g a n d is to make an advanced medical directive or living will which is now recogS.S.I is part of the social safety net of ^ D e V C h e n t ™ " p a y a p o r t i o n
beine sshredded
h r ^ H •by
h« ^ e rent ev month. But money for nized as valid under New Jersey law.
which is being
w programs tight and again there An advanced directive will state a perWashington. Other programs such as
e
long wag lists. However, the son's wishes for the type and degree of
r^
. hi assistaiprograms do allow low medical intervention in case the person
, \>me disal persons to maintain is unable to make those wishes known.
The directive can cover among other
^ntshelte
things,
whether a person wants to be
he last ret for housing is a state
kept
alive
by a respirator or feeding
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ne of the greatest problems
in America is that cultures
are as divided as they are
different. This is also a' problem
that is reflected at WPC. On
Tuesday, Feb. 4, the Reverend Al
Sharpton was the keynote speaker
to kick off opening ceremonies for
African Heritage Month. The problem began when SGA President, Alex Malino, CJR Chair
Thorn Brooks, and Miriam Janoff, a member of the Jewish
Student Association, took it upon themselves to protest
Reverend Sharpton. According to the first amendment of the
constitution, an individual is guaranteed their right to free
speech. However, there are a few fundamental problems with
the elements of their protest.
Problem #1 - Mr. Malino, Ms. Janoff and Mr. Brooks had
at least five opportunities to express their views of Sharpton
coming in the Beacon. They were aware that he was coming
since the middle of December. They could have voiced their
opinions on Newsline (Campus television) and campus radio
as well. To me those are wasted opportunities on their part. It
should be noted that after Sharpton delivered his speech, he
proceeded to the third floor to an OPEN reception, for the public. Among those present were SGA Vice President, John
McCormack, SGA Executive Vice President Jennel Cooper
and WPC President Arnold Speert — who is Jewish. Yet

another opportunity for Mr. Malino and Mr. Brooks to express
their displeasure for Mr. Shartpon.
Problem #2 - For individuals to feel so strongly about Mr.
Sharpton being anti-Semitic, then why come inside for ten
minutes to hear him speak? In contrast, if you are unsure of
him being anti-Semitic, then why protest? These are questions
that deserve an answer.
Mr. Malino and Mr. Brooks make the distinction that they
were there "just students and not in their titled positions." The
standing-room-only crowd in the Ballroom could not possibly
have made the same distinction. Mr. Malino and Mr. Brooks
need a course in Leadership 101. The question becomes "what
is the responsibility and role of a student leader?" As a result
of their disregard to the Black community, they leave a lot of
unanswered questions. This is not the first time that Alex
Malino's impulsive and thoughtless acts have thrown the SGA
into chaos over his own agenda. For example, as recent as
November, the SGA endorsed Bill Martini (who is clearly an
active political figure). His own vice president, McCormack
adamantly opposed this act by the SGA. The SGA, as a nonprofit incorporation, is not allowed to sponsor or contribute to
a partisan event. Last year Alex adamantly opposed The
Informer - a campus newsletter for Black and Latino students.
Once he learned what the newsletter's goals were, he apologized to the Minority Affairs Committee of the Board, of
Trustees. He expressed that he acted impulsively and like a
"typical white male." I know this because I was present.

What is scary in this latest incident is that Mr. Malino and
Mr. Brooks boastfully said that they would protest the same
and do it again. This is a serious problem, WPC. These are our
"student leaders?" That is extremely arrogant and quite selfish
on their part. How could you not even consider your fellow
students by not even giving them the respect to have dialogue
about a speaker you oppose? What is even scarier is that Mr.
Malino and Mr. Brooks are heading for Law School and Grad
school, respectively, this upcoming fall. If they do not realize
now that their actions were insensitive to the students at WPC,
then they will use this argument for anything they do in society. Would you want your lawyer — or worse yet your judge
— to act so irresponsibly and impulsively?
I do not buy into Mr. Malino's claim that he was just an
individual that day; he has to be held to a higher standard
because of his title as SGA President, a fact that seems lost on
him. A lingering question is should Mr. Malino resign? No,
that would be the easy way out. However, he should apologize
to the Community for not considering the feelings of those
who elected him to official. After all, the President is responsible to those who elect him. Mr. Sharpton asked, "Can we all
work together?"
Only if we are "HONEST" with one another. Mr. Malino
and Mr. Brooks were not honest with themselves and they
were not honest with Black community about their feelings
about Rev. Sharpton's visit — they had two months to say
something.
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Being a Part of African
Heritage Month

A Tuition Hike is
Coming to WPC

IsWPCStillA
Suitcase College?

A Problem of Bias is
Apparent on Campus

saw an object hanging from a tree. I
went to the tree and I realized it was a
"black monkey." Immediately* I called
Campus Police. When they arrived, it
was obvious to me they didn't understand my perspective of the incident.
Orie officer replied: "It was a harmless
joke." He also stated that "If there was
some writing under it, things would be
different." I asked him not to take it
down until someone took a picture of it,
but he took it down anyway. He put the
"black monkey" into the trunk of the car
and they left.
I later had a chance to speak with the
officer at the police headquarters. We
both had a better opportunity to clear the
air on a few things about this situation. I
found from our conversation that he
wasn't aware of many unlawful acts that
happen on campus. This may have been
why he couldn't see the severity of the
situation. I thank Officer Shaw and the
sergeant for their efforts in bringing light
to the situation.
I just feel because of the many things
that happen on campus, a little more
sensitivity should be shown to things
that disturb the people of this community. We all don't have the same sense of
humor, and it's time things stop being
treated as such. I don't feel this was a
joke. I feel there was a motive behind
the "monkey in the tree." It meant something to someone, because it was placed
there. Let's try to stop the little things,
before something big happens, and we
don't have the resources to stop it.
Words of wisdom: "I help, to keep from
feeling helpless."
Mark Hawkins

Address Letters to the Editor to:
Dan McDonough, Jr. - Editorial
Page Editor of the Beacon,
Student Center Room 310.
Fax: 595-2093.
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